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Introduction
The in.KNOW.vation publication informs, shares,
celebrates and profiles municipal innovations, excellence
and partnerships. It aims to accelerate knowledge-sharing
and learning to allow for replication of good practices and
innovative solutions to problems and challenges faced by
municipalities and the sector in general.
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I f you wa n t som et hing
n e w , you h av e to stop
d oing som et hing old .
Peter F. Drucker

This year’s publication focuses on solutions for municipalities.
As funding gets tighter and needs continue to grow, innovative
solutions are required to meet the increasing service delivery
demands in our communities.
The lead article of this edition of in.KNOW.vation is “South
African innovations applicable to municipalities”. It’s important
to see how small businesses can bring solutions that have a
lasting impact. These key innovative solutions were developed
by entrepreneurs who were assisted by the Innovation Hub,
which is known for its unique approach to helping grow
pioneering businesses. The solutions highlighted here include
a mobile app to connect municipalities with communities
through Pocket Maspala; a solution for insulating and
waterproofing ceilings in informal settlements known as Ceiling
in a Can; a new way to invest in cattle via Livestock Wealth; an
8 - 10 hour solar-powered light solution for people living in
areas with power outages or informal settlements developed by
Elanga Solutions; and a safety solution by Memeza Community
Policing Alarm. The innovative solutions presented by these
intrepid entrepreneurs are an indication of how businesses
are looking for ways to solve social problems in South African
communities and municipalities.
Another article shares a profile of the new President of SALGA,
Mpho Franklyn Parks Tau, highlighting how his background
as the Executive Mayor of the City of Johannesburg, and his
position as the elected President of the United Cities and Local
Government (UCLG), further raising the profile of South African
cities and municipalities on the global stage, assists in meeting
the mandate at SALGA.
SALGA’s 2017-2022 strategy was recently approved by the NEC
and is introduced in this publication. Innovation is identified
as one of the key enablers that must be prioritised in order
to enhance performance of SALGA and Local Government.
Following this is an article on innovation ecosystems and

how collaborative hubs can assist municipal government. We
also shared the OpenIX system developed by the Innovation
Hub in Tshwane, which highlights how technology and
innovation intersect in the development of new innovations for
municipalities.
Also featured is an article highlighting successful international
practices in innovation, showing how three countries make
their mark in improving the lives of the people in their
communities. Solutions are explored by looking at the use of
constructed wetlands to treat wastewater in municipalities in
Germany; growing tourism by the construction of locally made
tourist accomodation and developing regional partners in
Vanuatu; and finally a solution that converts food scraps, that
would otherwise be sent to landfills where they would create
greenhouse gasses, into renewable energy in the East Bay
Municipal Utility District in California.
Additionally, we look at private sector innovation, and
an interview with innovation thought leader Dion Chang
showcases new thoughts and approaches in the private sector.
Further articles highlight 5 key tools from SALGA’s Local
Government Innovation Toolkit that can be used by
municipalities to bring innovation to life on a practical basis,
and share insight from the Guangzhou Awards that celebrate
best international practice from around the world.

Innovation is driven by the need to excel and
succeed. Driving service delivery and assisting
municipalities in bringing the tools, best practices
and methodologies remains SALGA’s mandate
to ensure that municipalities are ready to face the
challenges of the 21st century.
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Municipal Innovation:
5 South African
innovations applicable to
municipalities

Innovation is a vital element of living and working in today’s world.
Innovation pushes us to use new ideas and technologies to keep up with the rapid
pace of change when old systems struggle to adapt. In South Africa, it’s crucial to
get the most out of what we have in order to build new systems and ways of doing
things for generations to come. With this approach, a new and bright future can be
secured for our municipalities.
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innovations
Innovations can be big or small, sometimes wildly different
and unexpected. They need to be replicable and scalable
whether they are for commercial or social purposes. They
need to work. They also must be tailored for the local market
and conceived, tested, and piloted fast enough to keep up
with ever-changing environments.
There are currently some excellent innovations, many of
which are applicable to municipalities, being incubated in
organisations like The Innovation Hub.
Innovators can be serial inventors and entrepreneurs, or
simply a person or group of people who see a need and
come up with a way to viably fill it. New small businesses
are cropping up to deal with the many issues faced by
municipalities, including safety, power, faster service delivery,
sanitation, human settlements, water and land issues. The
role of innovation agencies, like The Innovation Hub, lies in
assisting to bring these ideas from conception through to
rollout.
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Pocket
Maspala

What is the innovation?
Many people know the frustration of dealing with multiple
government entities and municipalities for everyday services. Some
service payments and subscription renewals can only happen when
the applicant physically goes to a government or municipal office.
This is both time-consuming and expensive. But what if you were
able to combine all the services that you need on one single app
and coordinate them off a mobile device?
Pocket Maspala is exactly that app. Designed by developer Mxolisi
Kwambakobi, it connects community members with their local
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municipal office or government agency. The app is mobile-phonebased and offers a powerful platform through which community
members can monitor and access all the services they need. On
the flipside, the app can be used by municipalities to manage and
analyse incoming statistical data. This data can be mined and
studied to better understand the trends amongst complainants. In
this way municipalities can fine-tune their services to reduce the
frequency of certain complaints.
The app caters for exactly the kind of situation at play in today’s
service delivery landscape. Government departments and
municipal entities render their services in de-centralized and
differing ways. There is often very little cooperation that exists
among the payment channels for refuse, water and transport,
despite these services being offered by municipalities. The power
of a real-time app like Pocket Maspala is its capacity to group these
many services for the benefit of the user.
Kwambakobi envisages many more possible uses for the app, such
as app-based dispute resolution and communication. His stated
goal is for many other government entities to join the platform
– such as the Departments of Labour, Housing, and Traffic and
Licensing. Even the e-Government portal could share capabilities
and databases.

Why was the innovation developed?
Kwambakobi noticed that communities were increasingly likely
to take things into their own hands in the form of violent and
protracted demonstrations when communication and the interface
with the communities were poor.
For a long time, government agencies have been unable to track

when people were reaching the end of their patience with
poor service delivery. There have not been mechanisms to
measure and track the feelings of customers and to enable
departments to respond in a more proactive manner. Even
social media complaints, which are more recent phenomena,
have not always been a true indicator of when violent
demonstrations are likely to break out.

One interesting element of demonstrations was
the rise of social media as a medium through
which people raised their dissatisfaction with
service delivery. This gave him a clue to how
services could be handled differently.

Who were the partners Pocket Maspala
worked with?
The Innovation Hub played a large role in the incubation phase
of the development of the app.

Who is the target audience?
The app can be used by ordinary community members
who make use of the municipality and who have access to
internet on their mobile devices. Similarly, municipalities and
government entities can partner with the proprietors of the
app to study the data it gathers, in order to better understand
trends and developments.

Was the innovation piloted and what were
the results?

This gap in market-sensing is the driving issue that leads to
the build-up of tension among residents, and Kwambakobi
felt this was an opportunity for an entrepreneur to answer to
this need.

The app is not yet piloted, but the first version is currently in
production for piloting. The app has received strong interest
from the City of Johannesburg as well as Randfontein Local
Municipality.

While people on the ground complain about the lack of basic
services, government insists that there has been a great deal
of improvement in services, even while admitting that there is
yet more to do. Pocket Maspala was developed to bridge this
gap.

Awards and recognition

How was the innovation developed?
The idea for Pocket Maspala developed after the violent
protests in Mohlakeng township. Kwambakobi conducted
initial market research to establish the need for a services
app and to determine what would make up the target market.
This was followed by the design process and specifications
detailing.

• W
 inner – Gauteng Accelerating Township Economy
Competition 2016
• Start Up Weekend Winner 2016 – ekasi lab Alexandra

Contact details
Mxolisi Kwambakobi
http://mxolisik97.wixsite.com/pocketmaspala
mxolisik97@gmail.com

Kwambakobi looked for the right designers and app
developers, and then created a corporate identity which
included brochures and a landing page. He commissioned
promotional and marketing activities such as an animated
cartoon presentation aimed at potential users. Kwambakobi
entered the concept into different pitching competitions
and workshop opportunities which drew some attention and
awareness. After winning several competitions, the first pilot
version of the app is now currently in its production phase.

Pocket Maspala creates a platform for community members to get in
touch with their municipalities, while offering value added benefits such
as monitoring of solutions, response time to resolution of problems,
satisfaction surveys and strategic data for rollout programmes.
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What is the innovation?
Informal settlements are often made up of cheap and lightweight materials. This is due to the
constant fear that residents have of being evicted by the authorities. The roofs are often made
from a simple corrugated zinc sheet which means that the home is incredibly cold in winter and
unbearably hot in the summer. With no insulation, these roofs are not only open to temperature
fluctuations, but also offer no fire retardant properties should the structure catch fire.
Ceiling in a Can is a product which caters for these problems. Created by serial innovator Dave Pons,
the product is an insulated, waterproof ceiling which is purpose-built for informal settlements. The
do-it-yourself insulating ceiling comes in two canned polymers – a base and an activator. Users layer
the mixed polymers onto newspaper on the floor of their home. The mixture bubbles and expands to
15 times its thickness. After 20 minutes it has dried to a solid, lightweight sheet.

CEILING IN
A CAN

The ceiling is then lifted into position by hand and secured to the rafters with variable length
chipboard screws. The newspaper can be removed and the ceiling painted.

Why was the innovation developed?

What has been created is an insulating ceiling that is fire retardant,
waterproof, lightweight and much cheaper than comparable products.
With so many people living in informal settlements, and with these settlements being unsuitable
in so many ways, Pons took it upon himself to make a positive impact. According to Pons, there are
more than 5 million low cost homes and shacks in South Africa and research has shown that less
than 1% of these have a ceiling.
As urbanisation increases all over the world, more people are moving to the cities and generally they
arrive and build a shack as accommodation. Though considered temporary, some dwellings can be
occupied for many years.
Ceiling in a Can provides better living conditions for people in small houses. With a ceiling, the
home is cooler in summer and warmer in winter. The ceiling reduces power usage where available
by reducing the need for temperature-controlling appliances. Conventional gypsum ceilings are
expensive and difficult to install. But Ceiling in a Can comes in two buckets and can be transported
very easily. The product also reduces the need for precise measurements as the substance naturally
takes the shape of the room it is prepared in.
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The before-and-after effect of Ceiling in a Can

How was the innovation developed?
Pons is a serial innovator, so projects like Ceiling in a Can are his
forte. He comes up with new innovations every few months and
starts and sells the businesses that arise from them. His work often
has a social impact and in 2014 he won the Global Cleantech
Innovation Award for Technology for Social Impact for Ceiling in a
Can. He was also the Department of Science and Technology Social
Entrepreneur of the Year 2014 for other innovations.
Ceiling in a Can was one of the many projects that have brought
him great success. He lectures at Universities on life as a designer
and innovator, constantly between projects.

Who were the partners Ceiling in a Can worked
with?
As a self-starter, Pons finds momentum from his own energy. A
solid track record of previous innovations means that every one of
his new innovations has a captive audience. In 2015 he presented
at the London Business School, where the commercialisation of his
inventions was discussed as a case study.

Who is the target audience?
Pons’ product was designed for South Africa’s millions of shack
dwellers, who live without immediate access to electricity and
proper sanitation. Unfortunately, the plight of these residents is
often forgotten. Those living in informal settlements are forced
to contend with leaking ceilings, very little protection from the
cold or heat, and the proximity of other structures coupled with
the frequent use of candle light makes the structures especially
vulnerable to fires.

looking for global expansion opportunities. He has targeted
countries such as India, China and Brazil which all have similar
high-density dwellings to those in South Africa.

Awards and recognition
Ceiling in a Can has received an endorsement from Mangosuthu
University of Technology. The product was a Semi-Finalist in the
Global Cleantech Innovation Programme 2014, a programme
aimed at reducing energy consumption. Pons won the Durban
Chamber of Commerce Entrepreneur of the Year 2014 award for a
business with the best innovation and best commercialisation.
The Department of Science and Technology recognised Pons as
winner of the Innovation for Social Impact 2014 award. Pons was
a finalist in the Global Social Venture programme 2014, a London
business school programme that selects the best social innovations
for commercialisation. Also in 2014, Pons won the South African
Breweries Foundation Award – for creating one of the top two
social innovations. Ceiling in a Can is also a finalist in the Eco-Logic
awards of 2017.

Contact details
Dave Pons
www.ceilinginancan.co.za
dave@ceilinginacan.co.za

Was the innovation piloted and what were the
results?
The product is already in widespread production and has received
much acclaim. Pons has patented Ceiling in a Can and is already
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The heifer is pregnant for nine months. When the
heifer gives birth and the offspring is seven months
old, the calf is ready for sale to feedlots or abattoirs.
At this age, calves weigh approximately 240kg
and their sale price is calculated per kilogram.
Annual payment for a calf at the current rate
equates to a return of between 16% and 20%.
The Johannesburg Stock Exchange Top 40 during
the same period under study, yielded average
returns of 8%. So investing in livestock is not only
a viable, but a superior method of investment. The
heifer gives birth to a calf every year, so there is an
annual dividend on the capital investment. As with
all investments, risk is involved. If, for example,
the heifer miscarries, the Livestock Wealth crowd
farming model pools the loss, ensuring that every
investor receives an annual dividend.
The Livestock Wealth website and mobile app
enable investors to manage their cows remotely and
to give them names. It also enables them to share
recent pictures, weight and pregnancy status with
friends on Facebook, Twitter or Pinterest. New data
on the cow is uploaded by Livestock Wealth once a
month.

Why was the innovation developed?

Livestock
Wealth

The crowd-farming idea came out of Shezi’s
personal frustration with the complexity and
volatility of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange.
Shezi wanted to come up with ways to grow his own
wealth which were simple and easy to understand.
He credits the advice of Warren Buffett, the world’s
most successful equity investor, who said:

What is the innovation?
Livestock Wealth is a new way to invest. It offers investors a different way
to get returns from their capital than either the money market or the stock
market. Founded by Ntuthuko Shezi, a serial entrepreneur and ElectroMechanical Engineer, the idea is that because the price of livestock is on
a constant upward trend, investors could make more money from trading
in cattle than through traditional means such as a bank. Municipalities
can assist this type of innovation by leasing land and other programmes.
The initial investment is to buy a female cow, or heifer, who is already
pregnant. The heifer is the capital investment, and her offspring act as
the return on investment. Investors begin by selecting the heifer of their
choice via the Livestock Wealth app or text platform. They pay for the cow
in the form of a down payment, and continue to pay a nominal monthly
fee for the upkeep of the cow.
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Never invest in anything you do
not understand.
This led him to come up with the idea of investing in
a tried and trusted commodity – cows. The payoffs
are not only financial. Shezi says that African people
also have a deep appreciation of owning cattle and
the symbolism it brings,: “There isn’t a single black
male I know who doesn’t want to own cows. They
offer a sense of wealth, as well as pride and dignity.”
In some cases cows are purchased for traditional
purposes such as lobola. The cows are looked after
well on the two farms rented by Livestock Wealth
and the investments can be liquidated immediately.

Through a web and mobile application,
potential investors can buy their cows online
and Livestock Wealth will manage the cattle
like an investment portfolio.

How was the innovation developed?
Shezi’s grandparents owned cattle, but were never able to monetise
the ownership in any way. Like his grandparents, many South
Africans own cattle but are not seeing significant returns. According
to the Department of Agriculture, in 2014 60% of the 13.84 million
cattle in South Africa were owned by commercial farmers and 40%
by emerging and communal farmers. Shezi says these owners could
realise better returns by selling their cows and using that money to
invest in Livestock Wealth. One of the main reasons they would be
better off is because they would reduce the cost to maintain their
cattle before selling them off.

There are many stokvels who invest in Livestock Wealth, and the
dividends are shared equally among the members. It is a great way
to preserve and enhance wealth.

Was the innovation piloted and what were the
results?
The business is currently in its second year of operation and is
gaining a lot of investor interest and stock purchases.

Livestock Wealth leases the land on which it keeps the cows, which
is no big deal as far as Shezi is concerned — property rights have
never been an asset in tribal areas, where the land is leased from the
chief. Doing so on a large scale means that the cost of upkeep per
cow is relatively small in comparison to a small holding farmer who
bears all the risk himself. With the Livestock Wealth model, the risk
of losses from death or disease is spread around the total ownership
group, which numbers many thousand.

Awards and recognition

Who were the partners Livestock Wealth
worked with?

Ntuthuko Shezi
www.livestockwealth.com
invest@livestockwealth.com

Amongst his achievements, Shezi was the 2015 Continental
Winner of the CEO Magazine Titans Building Nations Award. He also
launched Livestock Wealth, to great acclaim, at the 2015 Global
Entrepreneurship Summit.

Contact details

By entering a number of pitch competitions, Shezi was been able
to secure R500 000 from the Bank of America Merrill Lynch, as well
as a further R400 000 awarded to him through Gauteng provincial
government’s Innovation Hub. Livestock Wealth also counts the
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform as a key
partner for the project.

Who is the target audience?
The target market is anyone who has some extra cash and wants to
invest it to make a regular return. It is not only the individual investor
who can own a cow, but group purchases are also encouraged.
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What is the innovation?
People who live in informal settlements often use candles to light their homes because they have
no electricity. This creates grave risk as it takes one small human error for a shack to catch fire.
Because shacks burn easily, being made of wood, plastic and cardboard, once a fire has started in
one shack, it is a matter of time before it spreads to the shacks around it. It is estimated that there
are as many as ten shack fires a day around the country.

ELANGA
SOLUTIONS

But what if the use of candles as a light source in informal dwellings became a thing of the past?
This is what Elanga Solutions seeks to achieve by pioneering a range of solar-powered lights,
which provide a clean and uninterrupted source of light for people in informal areas. Their range
of solar-powered lights offers a number of solutions. One light installed in the roof of a shack can
provide between 8 and 10 hours of light once charged by the sun. The lights also feature a built-in
anti-theft system and a movement sensor.

Why was this innovation developed?
The following situation is all too common in South Africa:
It’s the middle of the night and a candle causes a shack to catch fire. Because it is dark and because
people who were asleep take longer to coordinate and respond, they cannot contain the fire. Soon
it leaps from house to house. The houses are close together and a raging fire easily sweeps through
an informal settlement. When emergency services are called, they cannot get into the affected
area easily because there is no functional road network to accommodate heavy fire trucks.
By reducing the use of candles as a source of light, there is one less cause for shacks to catch fire.
The problem will not be eradicated completely as sometimes fires are caused by paraffin stoves,
but it will go a long way to reducing the problem.
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We believe everyone should
have access to safe solar
lighting and uninterrupted
connectivity.
Elanga’s solar energy lighting system

How was the innovation developed?
Developed by local innovator Wanda Madikizela, the
innovation was a mixture of hard work, trial and error and
sheer determination. Wanda has said of the process, “Elanga
Solutions was built the same way a car gets built: it starts with a
dream, a vision, a mission, and then it’s followed by hours and
hours of research. Over the last few years the developers have
knocked on doors, asked questions and followed leads”.

Who is the target audience?
The company hopes to change the lives of the poorest, most
under-serviced communities.

Developing the target audience has involved
municipalities and the custodians of these
communities.
Who were the partners Elanga Solutions
worked with?

insights on beneficiary communities and the ways in which they
could educate and empower these communities through their
products.
This is why Elanga has sought funding from corporates through
their Corporate Social Investment programmes. Based on the
good that the products do, Elanga is also seeking support from
the donor community.

Was the innovation piloted?
Elanga Solutions has piloted other products in their range and
have good stories to tell, but the lighting section is still a work
in progress. Over the years there have been successful launches
of products such as solar geysers, as well as a solar park in
the Northern Cape. This overall experience lends hope to the
lighting products taking off in a similar way.

Contact details
Wanda Madikizela
www.elangasolutions.co.za
wanda@elangasolutions.co.za

From the very beginning Elanga had discussions with numerous
manufacturers of solar products and alternative energy
suppliers from all over the globe, in order to find the best
overall solution at the best price. However, it became clear that
the larger companies were primarily interested in selling their
products and were less interested in the mechanics and socioeconomics and dynamics of the South African market.
The municipalities and government agencies Elanga Solutions
engaged with were very keen to participate, but legislative and
political red tape meant that the uptake and implementation
was difficult. NGOs have provided Elanga with invaluable
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Policing Alarm features a wall-mounted alarm which links directly
with SAPS, community policing forums, and street committees via
mobile technology.
When residents notice that a crime is being committed, they trigger
the alarm to send out a distress SMS to neighbours, family, street
patrollers and community SAPS policing forums. The unit comes
with a bright red flashing light which is mounted on the outside of
the house, and features a loud and distinctive siren to alert people
in the area.

Memeza
Community
Policing Alarm

Why was the innovation developed?
In 2010, police in the Honeydew cluster first noticed several
difficulties in dealing with break-ins, house robberies and domestic
violence in the Diepsloot area. The issues were threefold: 1) it often
took as long as 48 hours for a crime to be reported; 2) the length of
time taken to report crimes was aggravated by most crimes taking
place at night and the victim’s mobile phone being stolen; 3) the
long turnaround significantly reduced the police’s ability to make
arrests or headway in the pursuit of the perpetrators.
These problems would not be isolated to Diepsloot. The inventors
could reasonably assume that similar difficulties exist in other
highly populated areas. This meant that any innovation to help
solve this problem could essentially be replicated and scaled to
other areas.

How was the innovation developed?
Keen to get the problem in Diepsloot under control, the Honeydew
SAPS cluster approached the Centre for Public Service Innovation
(CPSI) for innovative and technologically-driven ways to fight
crime. The request ended up at the Innovation Hub. Memeza put
forward a prototype of what was to become the eventual innovation
and was selected among other technologies for incubation. All
partners worked together to develop the technology based on the
specifications and requirements supplied by SAPS. In April 2014 the
Memeza Community Policing Alarm was unveiled at the Innovation
Hub by SAPS and the Department of Community Safety. It was
piloted and tested for a further two years before being rolled out.

What is the innovation?
Often the sections of society most vulnerable to domestic crime are
those that are the worst-off. Crime is rampant in densely populated
areas such as informal dwellings, making it difficult for people to
secure their possessions. In these areas, crime reporting is also very
low, as residents do not often see the benefits of reporting crime.
This perpetuates the continued cycle of further crime.
In response to this the Memeza Shout Crime Prevention, a nonprofit organiation (NPO), working with the Centre for Public Service
Innovation and SAPS produced the first public alarm system
designed for vunerable communities. The Memeza Community
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Who were the partners Memeza worked with?
Memeza, as an NPO, worked with the Innovation Hub and the
Centre for Public Service Innovation. Memeza had close links with
Honeydew SAPS in particular as the system was piloted in that
jurisdiction. During the testing phase Memeza worked closely
with SAPS, community policing forums and the communities in
the affected areas. At the launch of the system in 2014 it received
endorsement from the MECs for Economic Development and for
Community Safety in Gauteng.

Who is the target audience?
The target audience consists of communities living in densely

Providing vulnerable people and communities access to affordable,
smart safety solutions, with an additional value add off a direct link to
SAPS and Community Policing Structures.

Memeza Community
Policing Alarm system

populated areas vulnerable to high rates of crime, such as
Diepsloot. The benefits of the system are to reduce not just breakins and robberies but a range of other crimes such as rape, murder,
and car-jacking. Now that the Diepsloot pilot has been completed
successfully, the innovation is ready to be rolled out to other areas.

and endorsement by Deputy President, Cyril Ramaphosa

Was the innovation piloted and what were the
results?

2015 – Endorsement by Gauteng MEC for Community Safety

In February 2015 the pilot project for the home alarm system
entered its first phase with 40 home alarms installed in Extension
2 of Diepsloot. Over the next year the pilot was extended to
Extensions 4 and 8. Results were encouraging: statistics showed
that where the Community Safety Alarm was installed, criminals
rarely targeted the protected home again.
A migration in the crime hotspots was visible, with a 100%
prevention rate in houses where the externally visible Community
Safety Alarm was installed. There was also a 60% reduction in
serious crime as measured in the dedicated pilot area. The result of
the pilot culminated in September 2015 when the National Crime
Statistics suggested that Diepsloot was the only township area in
Gauteng with a 9% decrease in murder rate and 26% reduction in
sexual violence offences.

2014/15 - Launch of SAPS and Memeza Partnership and Diepsloot
pilot proves success
2015 - Won the Sasol Business Incubator for manufacturing
2015 - Endorsement by Gauteng Premier David Makura
2015 - Endorsement by the MEC Gauteng Department of Education
2015 - Launch in North West by MEC for Community Safety &
Transport
April 2016 – Memeza Recognized by Minister of SME Development
as a Top 40 high growth high impact organization
November 2016 – Memeza won the GovTech ICT Innovation Award
November 2016 – Memeza was one of the finalists in the TT100
Technology awards

Contact details
Thuli Mthethwa
www.memeza.co.za
thuli@memeza.co.za

Awards and recognition
2013 - SAB Social Innovation Award
2014 - Unveiling of Memeza by MEC for Community Safety, MEC
for economic Development and Gauteng Police Commissioner,
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Lessons from these municipal innovations
There have been many common experiences among the innovators. They
all attest to the fact that launching innovations is back-breaking: hard
work and perseverance is essential, especially in the early stages. Some
innovators believe that knowing your product and understanding the value
proposition is fundamental, even with inexpensive products. Innovators are
encouraged to abandon the idea that because a product is cheap, trialling
can be left to the customers.
Mxolisi Kwambakobi of Pocket Maspala says, “Many entrepreneurs believe
that seeking financial support should come first, whereas in fact it is more
beneficial to have funding later in the process, when all the groundwork
has been covered”. This is particularly true with new innovations that have
no clear promise of success, and new innovators with no track record of
success. Unlocking funding is particularly hard in the innovation space
although the benefits, once achieved, are enormous.
Many innovators also noted that sometimes being turned down is not an
outright, “No,” but may mean, “Not now,” or, “Not this exact product.”

It’s important to be patient enough to assimilate the
learnings of the incubation and roll-out process,
because things normally take much longer than
new innovators assume.
The failure rate of products among innovators is very high, and it’s
important for innovators not to take failure to heart, but to understand the
reasons behind idea and product failures in order to apply those learnings
to future ventures. After all, most successes are a culmination of a series of
increasingly targeted failures.
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About The Innovation Hub
The Innovation Hub, the innovation agency of the Gauteng Province is a wholly
owned subsidiary of the Gauteng Growth and Development Agency. It was
established by the Gauteng Provincial Government through its Department
of Economic Development to promote socio-economic development and
competitiveness of Gauteng through innovation. The Innovation Hub
offers a number of programmes in the Bioeconomy (agro processing and
pharmaceutical), Smart Industries (ICT and advanced manufacturing) and
Green Economy (Water purification, waste management and renewable
energy). In addition as an innovation agency, The Innovation Hub operates a
range of enterprise development, skills development and innovation enabling
programmes both in the science park and throughout the Gauteng region.

Looking to the future
For many reasons, innovation in local government and municipalities often
lags behind innovation in the corporate world. However, innovation can be very
lucrative, and if an idea is replicable and scalable, success can also come in the
form of financial performance. What is clear is that this space is ripe for innovation.
Old systems will not cater for the ongoing population increases, or the waves of
rural-urban and regional migration. It will take entrepreneurs and innovators with
the vision to succeed and the perseverance to see longer projects through, to
come up with new systems to cater for the future. The rewards are numerous and,
in South Africa, impact will be amplified due to the high levels of need in the most
marginalised communities.
The success stories presented in this publication give hope and enthusiasm to
would-be innovators and the municipalities who are seeking to make a positive
impact on people’s lives. Many of these innovations directly touch the poorest
and most vulnerable communities, and it can be very rewarding when innovation
empowers South Africans where those contributions will be most felt.
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Cllr Parks Tau:
Leading the
transformation of
Local Government

In order to achieve a state that is
capable of playing a developmental and
transformative role, we need to ensure
that all spheres of government support
local government as the sphere closest to
the people.
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Profile

Mpho Parks Franklyn Tau, President of SALGA, comes
with a long list of impressive credentials. Most recent is
his nomination as President of the United Cities and Local
Government (UCLG), the umbrella body of local governments
around the world. Mayor of Berlin, Michael Muller, gave his
vote of confidence Parks Tau’s nomination, when he said:

It is appropriate for UCLG to be led by
someone who comes from the fastest urbanising
region in the world. Parks Tau is my choice for
UCLG President.
The UCLG Presidency is a milestone for the African continent
and South Africa and provides the country with the platform
to further drive the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals. It is critical for South Africa to establish an international
leadership role in organisations such as UCLG, and Parks
Tau is a highly respected leader known for his humility and
diplomatic skills. He was responsible for driving many existing
projects in the City of Johannesburg that provided innovative
ways of delivering services.

fastest-growing cities. After apartheid came to an end in
1994, Tau continued to take on roles that enabled him to help
build a democratically inclusive South Africa. He was 24 years
old when he was elected to leadership roles, and went on to
serve on the Southern Metropolitan Local Council’s Urban
Development Committee in 1996.
In 2000, when Parks Tau joined the City of Johannesburg as
Member of the Mayoral Committee (MMC) of Developmental
Planning, Transportation, and Environment between
2000 and 2003 and following that as MMC of Finance and
Economic Development from 2003 to 2011, the city had been
reformulated. The transition from apartheid to a democratically
elected government was bound to be difficult. A radical shift
was required, from a system that supported only 20% of the
population to one of socio-economic inclusiveness. Moreover,
the previous administration had left behind it a financial mess
that needed to be addressed.

Leadership from an early age
Parks Tau gave the first indication of his future leadership skills
in the 1980s, at the age of 14, when he became politically
active and joined the Congress of South African Students
(COSAS). Born in the well-known township of Soweto
(South Western Townships), he was raised in the heart of the
apartheid struggle. He was detained several times during
the state of emergency and later was elected president of
the Student Representative Council at Pace Community
College. In 1989, at the age of 19, he became President of the
Soweto Youth Congress, playing the role of a leading member
when the organisation reformulated as the African National
Congress Youth League. Of his political upbringing, Parks Tau
has said, “The liberation struggle and a quest for social justice
influenced my decision to join politics, making my transition
from struggle activism to politics seamless”.

Executive Mayor of the City of Johannesburg

An accomplished technocrat
Parks Tau is known for his statesman-like bearing and ability
to work in a complex municipal environment. This experience
came from many years in local government, working his way
up through the political ranks to head up one of the world’s
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Elected SALGA President, at the SALGA National Conference,
November 2016

Leading South Africa’s largest metropole
By the time Parks Tau became Executive Mayor of Johannesburg in
2011, many initial infrastructure issues had begun to be addressed,
but the spatial inequalities left behind by apartheid remained. He
created a vision of a ‘world-class African city’ and launched the
Joburg 2040 Growth and Development Strategy to address future
issues for the City of Johannesburg.
During his term in office, Parks Tau initiated the Bus Rapid
Transit System to improve public transport between outlying
and historically racially separated neighbourhoods and the city
centres; put in the place the world’s first Green Bond to help fund
and support climate and green initiatives in the City; started the
Corridors of Freedom movement to realign spatial inequalities;
committed to a R100 million infrastructure programme; rolled out
city-wide free internet access; and initiated the Smart City to bring
Johannesburg into the fold of world-class international cities.

Participating in the CEO Sleep out of 2016 in Johannesburg

Many citizens became more aware of the quiet, dignified mayor’s
work, but he came into prominence in the public eye when he spent
a bitter-cold night with CEOs of large businesses in downtown
Johannesburg to experience how life was for the homeless, and
camped out during the collapse of the bridge on the M1 until the
debris was cleared.

Role as Chair of the South African Cities
Network (SACN)

Rea Vaya, Johannesburg’s Bus Rapid Transit System

In particular, Tau is well known for his proactive approach to climate
change and commitment to bring the City of Johannesburg into
the international fold of cities addressing climate and green
issues. Many issues, such as Rea Vaya “we are going” were further
developments in minimising the city’s carbon emissions and
encouraging healthier lifestyles for the city’s 5 million citizens. In
2014 the City hosted the C40 Mayors Summit promising to cut
the city’s carbon emissions by 1.6 million tons by 2020. Many of
his initiatives placed Johannesburg in the world spotlight as a city
that was determined to bring in progressive policies and forward,
global thinking.
Under Tau’s tenure, Johannesburg experienced strengthening
of its audit opinions, credit ratings, infrastructure spending and
capital reserves. He introduced other programmes, including the
Jozi@Work to begin addressing job creation, the Blue Economy
in collaboration with the Zero Emissions Research and Initiative
(ZERI), and introduced bicycle lanes in heavily impacted areas.
Tau’s continued focus on innovation, trying new initiatives, and a
commitment to public service remain unquestioned.
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Cllr Parks Tau was the Chair of the South African Cities Network
(SACN) from March 2012 to February 2017. SACN is a network of
South African cities and partners that encourages the exchange of
information, experience and best practices on urban development
and city management.
Under his leadership the SACN published the 4th State of Cities
Report in 2016, themed “South African cities as effective drivers
of local and national development”. The report is a result of five
years’ accumulated wisdom through knowledge generation and
engagement by the SACN and its broader fraternity of urban
development practitioners, scholars and analysts. President Tau
introduced it as an analytical tool to review the strategic problems
and opportunities facing cities, aiming to direct the urban
governance agenda by communicating essential messages about
the planning, development and management of cities.
Other significant achievements under his leadership include the
publication of the State of Cities’ Finances in 2013 and 2015. This
report calls upon cities to address gaps and inefficiencies in the
current system, while addressing the complexity of their future
role. Under President Tau’s leadership, SACN made significant
contributions to the development of the Integrated Urban
Development Framework (IUDF), supported the hosting of the
acclaimed 7th Africities Summit in November 2015 under the
theme, “Shaping Africa’s local government with the people”, and
led his peers (the network of large cities) towards cooperation and
mutual learning to improve urban governance and performance.

Profile

President of SALGA
At the recent Joint Sitting Debate on the President’s State of the Nation Address on 15 February 2017,
Cllr Parks Tau gave his first speech in Parliament as the President of SALGA.
Here is an excerpt of this speech:
I introduce my input today, reflecting on the global development
agenda to draw our attention to our global commitments
and obligations, aware that this house adopted the National
Development Plan as our loadstar as a country toward these
objectives. In this regard, allow me to state the obvious: 2030, is
a mere 13 years from now. It is in this 13 years from now, that we
have committed to:
• Employment: from 13 million in 2010 to 24 million in 2030;
• Raise income from R50 000 a person to R120 000;
• R
educe poverty and inequality by raising employment,
bolstering productivity and incomes, and broadening the social
wage;
• M
 ake high-speed broadband internet available to all at
competitive prices;
• Realise food tarde surplus; and

Addressing Joint Sitting of Parliament of South Africa, February 2017

I speak here on behalf of the fraternity of Local Government,
cognizant of the increased expectation by both local communities
and the global development community of the role of the local arm
of state in making a meaningful impact on development.
The past two years have been crucial in framing the future of our
planet as the United Nations and the broader global development
community have reached consensus on a number of international
accords that shape what governments, multilateral agencies,
business, NGO’s, civil society and other stakeholders should and
could do in shaping the future of our earth and indeed humanity.
This is espoused in amongst others, but not limited to;
• The Sustainable Development Goals;
• The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction;
• The Paris Accord on Climate Change;
• The Addis Ababa Action Agenda; and
• The New Urban Agenda.
As Local Government, under the auspices of the Global Taskforce
of Local and Regional Governments, an initiative to bring together
the entire local government family globally; we have taken the view
that these accords should be viewed and implemented as part of
an integrated global development agenda;

• P
lay a leading role in continental development, economic
integration and human rights.
We must find ways to reinforce, rather than undermine, the potential
role of developmental local government so that municipalities can
address poverty and inequality by developing rural communities.
While focusing our discussions on the necessary ingredients for
building a capable and developmental state, we should not and
cannot ignore further current topical issues confronting the local
government sector.
We believe that a capable and developmental state, particularly at
a local level, is one that has the necessary financial and institutional
capacity to implement our set objectives. In this regard, the SALGA
National Executive Committee has urged us to identify means of
accessing innovative financing solutions for the local sphere. This
will include use of pooled financing mechanisms that we have
already developed for those municipalities that cannot access the
debt capital market. Other instruments we are keen to investigate
together with government are social impact bonds, and the
effective implementation of public private partnerships.
In this regard, we will have to work closely with both Government
and Parliament to effect the necessary legislative and regulatory
changes to enable this. It is also important to note the positive
impact and contribution of traditional leadership in the present
democratic system, and in particular the growing partnerships
forged between traditional councils and municipalities.
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The President of the South African
Local Government Association
(SALGA), Cllr Parks Tau, has been
elected President of the United Cities
and Local Government (UCLG), the
umbrella body for local government
around the world.
The election of Cllr Tau as President of UCLG took
place at the 5th UCLG Congress World Summit of
Local and Regional Leaders, in Colombia’s capital
city of Bogotá. For Local Government this world
body is the equivalent of the United Nations
comprising of over a 1000 leading cities and
virtually all of the local government associations
in the world. Together its members represent over
half of the world’s total population.
Winning the Presidency, whose term of office is
for a period of three years, is a milestone for the
African continent and South Africa.
The Presidency will provide a platform for South
Africa, the African continent and the entire local
government fraternity to drive the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG), the Paris Accord on
Climate Change, the New Urban Agenda (Habitat
III), together with the Addis Ababa Action Agenda
and the Sendai Framework on Disaster Risk
Reduction. His plan is clear, to shape a more
sustainable, inclusive and just future.
Importantly, President Parks Tau will be at the
helm, creating sustainable partnerships with
business, civil society, innovation institutions
and international multi-lateral organisations to
access global partners for development.

Elected President of
UCLG, October 2016
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About the United Cities and
Local Governments (UCLG)
United Cities and Local Governments
(UCLG), headquartered in Barcelona,
represents and defends the interests of local governments on the world stage,
regardless of the size of the communities they serve. The organisation’s stated
mission is:
To be the united voice and world advocate of democratic local selfgovernment, promoting its values, objectives and interests, through
cooperation between local governments, and within the wider
international community.

A targeted work programme
UCLG’s work programme focuses on:
• Increasing the role and influence of local government and its representative
organisations in global governance;
• B
 ecoming the main source of support for democratic, effective, innovative
local government close to the citizen;
• Ensuring an effective and democratic global organisation.
UCLG supports international cooperation between cities and their associations,
and facilitates programmes, networks and partnerships to build the capacities
of local governments. The organisation promotes the role of women in local
decision-making, and is a gateway to relevant information on local government
across the world.
Source: https://www.uclg.org/

Profile

Biography: Mpho Parks Franklyn Tau
Full names:

Mpho Parks Franklyn Tau

Birth place:

Soweto, Johannesburg, South Africa

Nationality:

South African

Career:

Politician

Education:
• Post Graduate Diploma in Public Management from Regenesys
• M
 asters degree in Public Policy and Management studies, University of
London, 2015
Work history and positions:
• S tudent Representative Council President at Pace Commercial College,
1980s
• Soweto Youth Congress President, 1989
• U
 rban Development Committee of the Southern Local Metropolitan
Council Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson, 1996
• A
 frica National Congress (ANC) Johannesburg Regional Secretary, Regional
Deputy Chairperson, Regional Chairperson respectively, 1994-present
• Johannesburg Member of Mayoral Committee (MMC) Developmental
Planning, Transportation and Environment respectively, 2000-2003

The future for South African
municipalities
South African municipalities are at a crucial juncture
of development. 23 years into democracy, SALGA’s
role in providing vision, guidance and examples of best
practice is becoming increasingly important for today’s
municipalities. With a leader of Parks Tau’s experience
and stature, the country will have greater access to the
best practices around the world.

People ask themselves who they
are. My purpose in life is to contribute
to society.
He remains a true public servant - dedicated, honourable
and well-respected - and is certain to bring new life and
greater visibility to SALGA, the UCLG and South Africa for
his roles in leadership.

• Johannesburg MMC of Finance and Economic Development, 2003-2011
• C
 ity of Johannesburg Executive Mayor, 2011 – 2016 and member of the
Mayoral Committee since 2000
• Gauteng South African Local Government (SALGA) Chairperson
• President of the South African Local Government Association (SALGA)
• Political Party Membership: African National Congress (ANC)
Leadership Roles:
• C
hairperson of the South African Local Government Association in
Gauteng
• Chairperson of the South African Cities Network
• Deputy Chair of the UN Special Advisory Committee on Safer Cities
• Member of the C40 Climate Change Network Steering Committee
• Co-President of Metropolis
• P
 resident of the United Cities and Local Government (UCLG), a global
organisation which represents over 240 000 towns and regions, 175 local
government associations and 5 billion people in the world.
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SALGA’s 2017 – 2022
Strategic Agenda:
Inspiring Spatial Justice and
Social Cohesion through the
Integrated Management of
Space, Economies and People

Developmental local government
is local government committed
to working with citizens and
groups within the community to
find sustainable ways to meet their
social, economic and material
needs and improve the quality of
their lives.
Parks Tau, President of SALGA

2017 marks the fourth term of democratic local
government in South Africa. As the constitutionally
mandated organisation responsible for local
government oversight, SALGA performs two key
important strategic roles within the system of
government. First, SALGA plays an important role as
protector, where the organisation robustly enforces
the rights of the local government sector. Second,
SALGA works towards constructively disrupting
where existing systems make it impossible for local
government to deliver on its mandate.
The process of developing the 2017 – 2022 Strategic
Agenda which seeks to create an all-encompassing
strategic plan that sets the agenda to face the key
challenges and SALGA’s response to them. Preliminary
research, numerous focus group discussions, followed
by consultation and engagement by provincial
conferences and ultimately the national conference
laid the groundwork for the strategic agenda 2017 –
2022 in December 2016.
The strategy is premised on the fact that local
government is the closest sector to the people and
needs to be empowered, resourced and capacitated
to assume its role in delivering quality services
to people. SALGA aims to achieve its goals as set
out above through good governance and resilient
institutions; financial stability; and universal access to
good services.
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SALGA’s Vision, Mission and Values
Vision

Mission

VALUES

To be an association of municipalities
that is at the cutting-edge of quality
and sustainable services

To be consultative, informed,
mandated, credible and accountable to
our membership and to provide value
for money

Responsive
Innovative
Dynamic
Excellence

SALGA’s mandate within a challenging and complex world
The local government experience is a complex one. Democratising local government to represent and service all South Africans has been
extremely challenging. Slow transformation has created a legacy of poor delivery which has been compounded through high unemployment
and low economic growth. Although technological advances create a “rapidly changing and more interconnected and complex world”,
innovative thinking and thought-leadership is required to achieve our strategy of moving local government forward and to improve service
delivery.

SALGA MANDATE
Transform local government to enable it to fulfil its developmental mandate.

Lobby, Advocate &
Represent

Lobby, advocate,
protect and
represent the
interest of local
government at
relevant structures
and platforms.

Employer Body

Capacity Building

Act as an employer
body representing
all municipal
members and,
by agreement,
associate members.

Build the capacity of
the municipality as
an institution as well
as leadership and
technical capacity
of both Councillors
and Officials.

Support & Advice

Support and advise
our members on
a range of issues
to assist effective
execution of their
mandate.

Strategic Profiling

Knowledge
& Information
Sharing

Build the profile
and image of local
government within
South Africa as
well as outside the
country.

Serve as the
custodian of
local government
intelligence and
the knowledge
hub and centre of
local government
intelligence for the
sector.

INSPIRING SERVICE DELIVERY
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Changing the lives of ordinary South
Africans

Strategic goals provide quality of life and
transformation

Over the 16 years of democratic local government, the sector
has made an impact on the lives of ordinary South Africans by
providing basic requirements such as sanitation, refuse removal
and electricity. There are still significant transformation and
democratic backlogs in former township areas and rural areas.

SALGA and local government must work within the framework
of global, continental and national policies to understand the
rapidly changing technological, social and economic trends. This
provides a massive implementation challenge for the 257 South
African metropolitan, district and local municipalities. Therefore,
the SALGA strategic agenda focuses on a few key priority areas
which should contribute to the quality of life, human dignity,
social cohesion, spatial justice and an inclusive economic reality
for all South Africans.

To define SALGA’s five-year strategy,
understanding the current and medium
term socio-economic realities is essential.
Population growth has placed enormous demand on current
service delivery capabilities. This challenge places additional
strain on infrastructure services, housing and social facilities.
Furthermore, growing consumer debt and inability to pay for
services, provides further financial challenges.
A clear plan is required for economic growth, to improve quality
of life and to create access to opportunities for all our people. We
need to close the yawning gap between reality and sustainability;
to create spatial transformation and economic growth through
good governance. It is imperative that people are provided
access to quality service and opportunities which then, in turn,
enable quality of life.

Goal 1: Sustainable, inclusive economic growth and spatial
transformation
Municipalities are at the frontline of delivery service and need to
respond to social changes. People require access to resources,
rights to freedom and equality. Sustainable urban development
programme and community development and social cohesion
are key to providing spatial transformation. Transforming small
towns and rural areas and municipalities includes regional
economic strategies as well as effective land use management.
To achieve these goals, local government must provide quality
and reliable service and invest in infrastructure to support
economic strategies.
Goal 2: Good governance and resilient municipal institutions
Sustainable, inclusive economic growth and spatial
transformation requires highly capable municipalities. As per
the 1998 White Paper on Local Government, local government
must be accountable and transparent. It is impossible to provide
economic growth and spatial transformation without good
governance. Creating sound relations, good governance and
exhibiting a high level of professionalism is required.
Goal 3: Financial sustainability of local government and
greater fiscal equality
South Africa’s economic growth has been sluggish. This poses
significant challenges to municipal budgets. Furthermore, a
weak economy hampers municipalities and their ability to deliver
quality service. Rising household debt affects local government’s
revenue sustainability. SALGA needs to strengthen the financial
health of municipalities by ensuring accountability through
sound and productive labour relations. Modernising governance
systems will strengthen community interface mechanisms.
Strengthening financial management systems is required for
long term financial sustainability.
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SALGA Strategic Enablers
Innovation is one of the key strategic enablers to assist SALGA in achieving
the three strategic goals, and also plays an important role in supporting
municipalities to find new ways of delivering services.
Other strategic enablers are:
1. ICT. Ensuring local government is benefitting from technological developments to provide better
and more efficient services;
2. Data intelligence. Providing indicators and data to enable empirical-based planning, governance
and overall decision-making;
3. Research and knowledge management. By examining the best practices from around the world,
local government can draw on global expertise to inform its own practices;
4. Capacity building via the SALGA Centre for Leadership and Governance (SCLG). Transforming
municipal administrations into learning organisations that solve problems, experiment with new
approaches, and learn from past experiences, both their own and those of others;
5. IGR advocacy and structured engagement. Ensuring that local government is fully represented at
various levels, including the National Council of Provinces, various parliamentary committees and
intergovernmental relations;
6. Strategic partnerships. Identifying organisations and programmes that will assist SALGA and
local government to achieve shared developmental goals; and
7. Strategic profiling. Serving as a platform for conversations about local government and
educational initiatives.
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Innovation
ecosystem:

Connecting the dots

What is an innovation ecosystem?
According to the World Economic Forum Global
Competitiveness Report 2015-2016, “The way economists
and practitioners think about innovation has evolved
considerably in the past decade. From coming up with new
ideas, innovation is now seen as an ‘ecosystem’ conducive
to the generation of ideas and the ‘implementation’ of
these ideas in the form of new products, services, and
processes in the marketplace.”

At its most basic, innovation systems
are about identifying a problem in
the local community, then gathering
together the ‘right’ people to
collaborate new ways of solving that
problem, and then implementing that
solution.
Who can implement innovation
ecosystems?

Why should municipalities
be thinking about creating
innovation ecosystems?
These collaborative hubs bring together
government,
business,
researchers,
service providers, universities, think tanks
and anyone else who can help do what
ecosystems do best – build and sustain
organic growth that benefits not only
organisations, but also wider communities,
particularly in terms of service delivery.
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All municipalities have the same mandate to reduce
spending, fast track service delivery and improve citizens’
experience of that service delivery, for a total 54 million
citizens. Yet South Africa’s municipalities have different
identities, with significantly different challenges. Our cities
have seen rapid urbanisation and increased migration,
placing pressure on ageing infrastructure, and increasing
the need for basic services, housing, medical care, as well
as education.
For rural areas, there are issues around the provision and
safety of water, electrification as well as infrastructure
development such as roads and basic housing. Other
challenges stretch to human resource and capacity
limitations, financial constraints, as well as technology
limitations. But innovation ecosystems can be equally
applicable to all municipalities regardless of their
particular challenges.

How have some municipalities already made
use of these ecosystems?
In Braamfontein, the Tshimologong precinct brings together IBM,
Wits University research and tech entrepreneurs to create a digital
technology hub for start-ups. In Sedibeng, the Sedibeng Regional
Sewer Scheme combines solutions for raw sewage with skills
development for local residents. And in Alexandra, a rampant rat
problem was solved with owl boxes and rats’ cages, thanks to the
collaborative approach from local government, organisations such
as Ecosolutions, Siyakhona, and Lifeline, as well as service provider
Pikitup.

The Tshimologong precinct in Braamfontein

For more urban areas, innovation ecosystems are taking advantage
of the benefits of technology. The Regional Innovation Forum in
the Nelson Mandela Bay/Sarah Baartman District Municipality has
grown to 17 local organisations from government, industry and
academia to bring people together to create innovative solutions,
particularly around the development of new companies in
innovative manufacturing and renewable energy. This Forum has,
in turn, led to the creation of Propella, an ICT incubator linked to
the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. As urban innovation
ecosystems are reaping the benefits of the digital landscape, the
basics in terms of access to cheap or free wifi, access to data links
and data stores, as well as opportunities to network with technology
incubators need to underpin these ecosystems.

The Owl Box project - EcoSolutions

Graphic harvesting representation of the RIF/Propella
Business Incubator presentation

The question is: how can we create more opportunities for the creation of
these collaborative hubs for all municipalities?
Creating innovation ecosystems are not always about providing brick-and-mortar
structures, but ‘crowding’ the necessary people around certain spaces. However, this
may be more challenging in rural than urban areas, with additional factors such as
the size of local business, access to research and resources, and available existing
infrastructure determining development.
Yet, collaborators can be anyone who can help, and that includes opportunities
for municipalities to team up with other government structures as well as
neighbouring, or even international, municipalities to begin to breach these
challenges, and work together on mutually beneficial programmes.
For instance, a co-operation between Makana municipality and a Finnish municipality
resulted in a student feasibility study to enhance the use of improved dry toilets in the
area – the results of which are being implemented.

Finnish delegates inspect the composting system
behind a Makana dry waste lavatory.
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The three Ps: Problem, People and Problemsolving
The best way to begin an innovation ecosystem is to identify
a problem. Our government already has a people-centred
approach that engages, addresses and serves the public. The
simplest way to identify municipal problems is to identify
citizens’ issues, a process that can and should work both ways.
In Barcelona, citizens are encouraged to report local problems
and incidents to their municipality, but also to propose solutions
for improvement, and to request progress on any improvements
that are happening. For the residents of Tshwane, a digital
imbizo, Tshwane Wi-fi chat, is already being implemented.
In addition, the local ‘problem’ can range in complexity and
challenge, as well as duration of the ‘fix’. Quick temporary fixes
are just as effective whilst working out more permanent longterm solutions. The rat challenge mentioned above arose
because of pervasive litter and dumping in the area – a separate
issue that required citizen education programmes.
The next step is to identify people.

Innovation ecosystems extend beyond publicprivate partnerships, and can include any
number of different organisations or even
individuals who can possibly assist in ‘working
the problem’.

This is based on the premise that different organisations
can bring different strengths to problem-solving, and
through collaboration ‘new’ and ‘innovative’ solutions can
be brainstormed. These different organisations can be NGOs,
thinktanks, research entities, universities, other government
departments or municipalities working together, as well as
business and investors. And, as we’ve already seen, they can
even be international organisations. Sometimes just two
organisations are enough to make the difference, sometimes
a few more are necessary, depending on the issue’s complexity.
A principal of a Limpopo primary school set up a permaculture
vegetable garden not only to feed both the school and a local
old-age home, but also to provide employment for some of the
poorer parents. This ‘model’ has now been implemented by the
Helen Joseph Hospital, which serves a wider community, and has
also been extended to provide a therapeutic service for stroke
and psychiatric patients. In this case, the solution required one
person’s response to reap huge benefits in two very different
communities and sectors.
From there, the various organisations can come up with an idea
or solution to put into play – the problem-solving part of the
equation. Maybe it’s something that requires a few years to roll
out, maybe it’s a couple of quick fixes, with a longer-term plan for
greater growth. Often, citizens will innovate solutions that can
be adapted for multiple purposes. In other cases, government
projects can rely on community support to fine-tune solutions.
Example with Durban’s “community ablution block” public
washroom programme, the locations of ablution blocks are
decided by the leadership groups within the settlements. Yet,
these are still temporary measures while construction work is
underway to provide permanent housing with running water
and flushing toilets.

Next steps for innovation ecosystems
For all municipalities, the creating of ecosystems will take
time, and will probably require a number of attempts
before enjoying permanent success. Any progress can
be measured, but will require frequent monitoring and
evaluation to determine the solution’s efficacy.
However, it is evident that these innovation ecosystems
are already happening, and making a difference to
meeting the municipal mandate – no matter the size of
the challenge. And it takes a skill set that governments
specialise in – creating community collaboration. The
success of creating innovation ecosystem starts by getting
in touch with the right people to make that difference.
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I nspiring ...
... Spatial Justice and Social Cohesion
through the Integrated Management
of Space, Economies and People
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Innovation OpenIX:
an African Open
Innovation Exchange
One of the biggest challenges facing
municipalities today is how to harness
the power of technology in meeting the
needs of future service delivery.
The Innovation Hub, an innovation agency of the
Gauteng Provincial Government, created OpenIX
to bring solutions to the table. OpenIX is an Open
Innovation Exchange that delivers tangible solutions to
real challenges posted by solution seekers in government
and the private sector, and connects leading African
researchers and entrepreneurs with new opportunities
to commercialise their innovations.

About The Innovation Hub
The Innovation Hub is a wholly owned subsidiary of
the Gauteng Growth and Development Agency. It
was established by the Department of Economic
Development to promote the socio-economic
development and competitiveness of Gauteng through
innovation. The Innovation Hub offers a number of
programmes in the Bioeconomy (agro processing and
pharmaceutical), Smart Industries (ICT and advanced
manufacturing) and Green Economy (water purification,
waste management and renewable energy). In addition,
The Innovation Hub operates a range of enterprise
development, skills development and innovationenabling programmes, both in the science park and
throughout the Gauteng region.
Source: http://www.theinnovationhub.com/#home
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Why is this kind of innovation important to
municipalities?
OpenIX is leading a growing movement towards open innovation on the
African continent and has built a track record of novel solutions and new
deals for its members. Through extensive relationships with the growing
African innovation community and global science and technology
partners, OpenIX offers access to a unique mix of unconventional ideas
and recognised experts.
Commercial businesses are the most obvious early adopters of innovative
solutions. However, innovation by its very nature is non-exclusive.
Evidence has proved that cities are required to solve increasingly complex
problems such as urbanisation, expanding populations, power outages,
and land invasion, with limited resources. Municipalities are expected to
do more with less.

What this means for local government
Introducing open innovation on a practical basis requires a new way
of doing things. Open innovation allows municipalities to be more
productive in providing services while addressing both higher demand
and increased complexity of such service delivery.
Local municipalities can participate in OpenIX by connecting with
solution providers or solvers who will be able to resolve these service
delivery challenges in real-time through the web-portal. Municipalities
can also participate in open innovation as problem solvers through
knowledge sharing or technology offerings. In addition, OpenIX also
offers potential solutions for the commercialisation of new ideas by
connecting researchers, innovators, entrepreneurs, SMMEs and larger
businesses.
Many African countries have begun implementing open innovation,
particularly open data initiatives which have significantly improved
government transparency and accountability. In Tanzania, for example,
the Dar Open Data Lab (D-Lab), an innovation hub in Dar-es-Salaam,
provides a space dedicated to open innovation and helps connect
government initiatives with communities of data users and civil society
groups. Collaborations with other African countries like Tanzania could
prove beneficial to South African municipalities.

The OpenIX C4 Methodology
The OpenIX practice is built on the ‘C4’ methodology. This
methodology is divided into four phases; challenge definition,
connect, consider, and commit.
Challenge Definition. The innovation process starts by identifying a
list of needs to create a position for specific challenges.
Connect. Once the problem has been defined it can be promoted
through networking and sourcing solution seekers to a particular
challenge.

The focus of such treatment is water remediation and not energy
production. However, this wastewater could act as a renewable
resource, saving significant quantities of energy and money, as
it contains organic pollutants which can be recycled into useful
products such as electricity, hydrogen, and high-value chemicals
like caustic soda.
Integrated Controller & Monthly Billing for Solar Energy
Installations

Consider. Proposed solutions are evaluated and shortlisted,
and feedback is provided to the selected solution providers for
consideration.
Commit. The final stage of the innovation process is where the
solution seeker and the solution provider are paired, usually
confidentially. The agreement is formalised with a contract.

How can local municipalities participate?
Municipalities can participate in OpenIX if they have challenges that
require a solution, usually defined by a solution seeker. Potential
problem solvers review the problem statement, provided through a
short, concise online submission by the municipality.
Alternatively, municipalities can participate in OpenIX by providing
a technology offer that could be of interest to the market. The
technology offer is usually submitted in a template format, to give
the market a high level overview of the technology, its function, and
overall benefit.
Below are examples of technology offers provided by innovators with
specific benefit to municipalities.
Fluidised Bed Bioreactor

The proprietary integrated controller enables real-time energy
demand management, remote management, troubleshooting and
consumption reporting via wireless networks, for solar water heating
installations. The product enables the service provider to bill the
homeowner a fixed monthly fee instead of requiring up-front capex,
reducing the barrier to entry for the adoption of renewable energy.
Innovators are choosing to be less confidential with their innovation
practices and more reliant on leveraging of existing and new
relationships for open innovation practices. South Africa is a
middle-income country with relatively low GDP per capita income.
To raise the GDP per capita income, entrepreneurship and small and
medium-sized enterprise (SME) development must be facilitated
through the commercialisation of ideas.

For open innovation to exist, it is important to
know that no one structure for open innovation
is likely to be sufficient in the future.
Flexibility is vital when implementing open innovation. Municipalities
must join commercial businesses, research institutions and
participate in the quest for exploring technologies across industries
relevant to their needs with the intention of elevating service delivery.
Municipalities will have a competitive edge when the appropriate
collaborations and technologies are used through open innovation.
Researchers at the University of the Witwatersrand have developed
a fluidised bed bioreactor which treats wastewater whilst
simultaneously facilitating the production of biohydrogen and
biomethane, thereby producing both potable water and an energy
source.

For more information about Innovation OpenIX, visit their
website on http://www.openix.theinnovationhub.com/
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Interview with
Dion Chang of
Flux Trends

We have to understand that there is a
new world order that is fast taking over;
the rules of the old world order either don’t
apply or they are just becoming obsolete.
If you don’t invest in future strategies, you
are really doing yourself, your organisation,
and whatever department that you’re in, a
disservice.
Innovator, creative thinker and professional ‘cage rattler’, Dion Chang of
Flux Trends.

According to Chang, one of the most
challenging things for organisations is
developing strategies for their staff to
not only embrace change but also to
inspire them to continually seek ways of
innovating in an environment plagued by
so much information. He says:
“There’s this onslaught of information…with information
being more of a tsunami today, you (not out of choice) start
focusing only on your area of expertise or your industry or
what you are able to digest in terms of information every
day. But in so doing, you blinker your thinking, and become
a little myopic.”
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Often, when people are confronted by the instabilities
that come with change, they seem to naturally retreat into
what Chang describes as ‘cages’. “Survival mode is already
a default because of the way the world has shifted, so it’s a
comfort zone, and on a daily basis what I do is I rattle cages.”
Organisations have been known to approach him with a
mandate to redesign the way their industries work so that it
does not become obsolete. “That’s actually the brief that I get
more often than not, ‘please take us out of our industry’. I’m
really glad people actually say that, to show us where we are
going and then especially for the executives, to rattle their
cages.”

Technology is dynamic and requires agility
to adapt
Technology is in a constant state of flux. Sometimes the rate
at which change occurs can be overwhelming. While Chang
acknowledges this undeniable dynamic, he is quick to point
out that adaptation and agility are key components for
combating the speed of change.
As Chang explains, “if you look at labour laws, factories that are
being challenged by mechanisation, the corporate structures,
even our education systems that were created to feed into an
industrialised world have not changed into a knowledge and
digital era, so we are struggling to drive a driverless car with a
stick shift manual. What digitisation has done in the past few

years is that people can make choices, so what sets you apart
from your competitors and that is innovation and how forward
thinking you are in this new order.”
Most organisations tend to rest on their laurels as soon as
they have tackled a problem, when in reality, they should be
anticipating and preparing for future challenges.

Once that industry or sector has dealt with
that disruption they can’t sit back and say that
we are safe.
Curiously, larger organisations seem to be struggling to cope
with the frenetic pace of technological innovations far more
than smaller companies – a fact that Chang attributes to a
readiness over apathy to accept change.

The values of innovation infrastructure
In 2016, Chang went on an innovation fact-finding mission
to New York that saw him traverse fifty different businesses
ranging from roof-top farming enterprises to advertising
agencies and retail hotels. The big reveal for Chang during
that trip was that several big companies had inclinations to
delegate innovation to different departments or “hubs”, as he
so succinctly describes it.
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Chang further points out that, “when you start looking at the
younger millennial workforce that is coming through, you notice a
sense of purpose that is integral to the success of the organisation.”
Similarly, millennials respond to value-based incentivisation, as
well as open channels of dialogue that are non-hierarchical. He
goes on to add that “a millennial will tweet about a brand’s bad
service, and get immediate reactions which should immediately
create a dialogue with the brand. However, once they move into
a hierarchical structure they are compelled to follow orders and
be conventional and that immediately creates huge disjoint
which in turn affects the business fortunes. The implication for
the millennial is that there is a split between what he or she can
do outside a hierarchical structure and what they are allowed to do
within. Innovation therefore, gets stifled.”

Lessons for municipalities
As he observes, “when a company has an innovation hub, or
a separate hub, it divorces the innovation from the rest of the
company. It is commendable that companies have resources
invested in innovation hubs but the downside to having an
innovation hub as a separate entity, is that the rest of the company
are likely to sit back and pass the responsibilities of innovating to
the hub to come up with a silver bullet to change the fortune of the
company. It’s an attitude that could hinder innovation and create a
lack of commitment.”

For Chang, the key to innovate in businesses
is to embed innovation as a culture in the
organisation.
Also, most organisations over-rely on vision statements that they
promote as solutions to solve their innovation problems. Instead,
organisations need to be more inclusive. Barriers need to be
broken down for innovation to thrive. It is simply not about what
the vision statement pronounces but more about a cultural shift
that empowers people in the organisation to come up with fresh
ideas. “The main thing is to get the innovation to be completely
integrated in the business.”

Absence of ego and hierarchy determine
success
Chang says, “What I have found is that many companies that were
very successful had an absence of ego and hierarchy. Leading by
example goes a long way. The companies have flat structures,
meeting rooms with big open spaces for teams as well as private
meeting rooms that are quieter. Internal teams opt to sit in noisy,
shared spaces, where they believe they get information about
everyone easily and ideas are shared. There are no receptions as
people believe that those are gate keepers and even the executives
sit in open areas where they are easily accessible.”
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“Government is a complete illustration of what is happening in a
corporate world, but just on a grander stand,” explains Chang.
Municipalities could also benefit from the kind of cultural shift that
Chang recommends for businesses, to help them create conditions
that should embed genuine and enduring change. But he cautions
that, “things can be done differently, but because of the structure,
the bureaucracies, the kind of hurdles that you have to go through,
that is where public sector falls off the radar…it’s more about ‘no
one will listen to me or it is going to be too hard to get my foot in
the door to be able to do things’.” If the hurdles of bureaucracies are
removed, millennials are far more likely to be innovative and create
conditions that are similar to what one could find in private sectors.
Chang understands that there is no one solution to the myriad
issues that organisations encounter in today’s environment but he
is in no doubt that the creation of institutional cultural framework
that advocates a flat organisational culture promotes creativity and
enhances innovation.
One of Chang’s key strengths is the ability to make projections on
the future based on current experiences that he and his company
are exposed to on a regular basis.

We look at the natural world, diplomacy
and social and cultural trends, and project
where the world is going. We therefore push
the envelope and take people to the cutting
edge of where things are so we are not only
dealing with where things are, but also look a
bit further into the future and see how things
are likely to change.

Millennials as resources for innovation? A tale of two
innovations
When it comes to innovation, Chang believes millennials are indeed our future:
Chang recounts his friend’s story, “The Indian government have funded a hub, they
have millions of tourists visiting their temples, so they have gridlocks and huge crowdmanagement problems. So one teenager suggested that they use the pressure mats
on the pathways towards these temples. They hooked it up to the industrial internet of
things, so now they are able to monitor when there is huge traffic flow towards a temple
- they block that one street suggesting that people should go to other temples. By so
doing, [they are] rerouting people based on pressure of how many feet are coming to
these mats. That was suggested by a 16-year old.”
And another story about service: “One of the things I am introducing is the GEM project,
which is an acronym for Going an Extra Mile. A young millennial entrepreneur looked at
unemployment and decided that people need to do some work and get rewarded for it.
He did a twist whereby people sign up for a GEM project, so people earn gems, 1 GEM =
R1.00. What I like is that he went into pre-paid electricity, data and airtime, which are
the basic things that people need. He went to corporates, who took funds from their
CSI budgets to fund him. Instead of ‘let’s go and paint a school’, they buy airtime from
him and convert that into GEMS.
Going back to millennials and private sector and government, is that you have a young
demographic who wants social change, they want to do good. It is part of their DNA
chip to make the world a better place, but we are not utilising that.”

About Flux Trends
In 2006, alarmed at the digital era’s massive amount of
unregulated information that had suddenly became available
to people who did not necessarily have the skills to filter,
articulate and analyse such information, Chang decided to
take a leap and registered Flux Trends. The company became notable for distilling
information into sizable chunks for both businesses and the public sector to assess
the current landscape and formulate new, forward thinking, marketing, branding
and business strategies. Five years into their existence, Chang chose to change the
company’s strategic direction to incorporate the many changes the company faced.
Trends became a business strategy, and that in itself was innovative.
Flux Trends edits large amounts of data outside their immediate scope of interest,
and prioritises only those that are important. They also identify and analyse macro
trends (everything from politics, religion, youth culture, media, entertainment and
technology) that influence social dynamics. The company also looks at what is
happening in the world, right here, right now, enabling businesses they service to
make quick, short-term strategies in a world that is constantly in a state of flux. For
more information, see www.fluxtrends.com.
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Global lessons from 3
international innovations
Innovation in the public sector is
increasingly important in driving
service delivery. Policy-makers realise
that the pace at which expectations and
environments are changing is swifter
than ever before. For municipalities, as
in the private sector, innovation is sure
to become a determinant for survival.
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But the answers don’t always have to come from within. We live in a globalised
world and there is great merit in looking to the international community for
ideas.
South African municipalities face many big challenges such as poverty,
inequality, unemployment and skills shortages; and bigger challenges
require bigger solutions. Looking to the international community for different
approaches is a prime learning opportunity.
The first two decades of the 21st century could be called the ‘innovation
decades’, as innovation has become synonymous with human social and
economic development.

What are the challenges to innovation in
South African municipalities?
• Resources: While bigger municipalities may have bigger
budgets to work with, smaller municipalities often lack both
the monetary and human resources needed to carry out
innovations.

• Leadership: Without strong leadership success cannot be
guaranteed. Municipalities are not exempt from this reality.
Leaders within the sector who are not in support of innovation
pose a great challenge to driving local government forward.
• Early stages: Local government in South Africa is relatively new
to the innovation game. This means a culture of innovation has
not yet fully been established.

• A hard-sell: Innovation faces tough competition when vying
for attention with basic services like electricity, water, sanitation
and roads. Innovation is therefore not seen as a priority, even
though it would probably assist in the delivery of these essential
services.
• Time: Many innovations require time to bear fruit; time which
many municipalities simply don’t have. There is a big difference
between an idea and an innovation.

Today, great
opportunities
exist to learn from
the international
community.

Three Areas for Innovation
T ransferrable

Adaption
International innovations don’t always
have to be adopted as carbon copies.
Take the example of the Rea Vaya
Bus Rapid Transit System (BRT) in
Johannesburg. Before implementation,
investigations were conducted into
BRTs in Brisbane, Boston, Los Angeles,
Jakarta and Quito in Ecuador. While
these templates were an important
starting point, it was imperative to
adapt the Rea Vaya system to the
Johannesburg context by engaging
local stakeholders, such as taxi drivers,
and by engaging with the realities of
the communities it would be serving.

projects

In countries with similar socioeconomic conditions as South Africa,
countries in the Global South for
instance, there may exist pilot projects,
best practices, new technologies
and new approaches that are highly
transferrable. This reduces much of
the ground work that needs to be
carried out before an innovation can
be implemented. Sometimes it is easier
to learn from the mistakes of others
before applying lessons at home.

Policy-making
Lessons learned from countries that
are more efficient – economically,
environmentally, politically – could
help South African policy-makers
create or adopt policies that assist local
communities in ways that ultimately
make their lives better.
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Constructed Wetlands to treat wastewater in the
municipalities of Germany

What does the
international
community have
to offer?
Key examples

Natural wetlands are considered to be the
kidneys of the ecological system, cleansing
all of the impurities from surrounding water
and filtering clean, fresh water back into
the system for reuse. Constructed wetlands
are artificial wetlands designed to mimic
this process in order to treat man-made
wastewater. The idea is to take wastewater
that flows from household sinks and toilets,
funnel it into the constructed wetland and
remove pollutants, after which the water can
be reused for gardens or toilets.
The first experiments with constructed
wetlands were carried out in Germany in the
1950s, mainly for mine drainage, but more
and more German municipalities are now
using them for domestic use.

So how do they work?
Wastewater flows through a septic tank
or other waste treatment system into the
constructed wetland. The wastewater can
either flow on the surface of the soil or
through a subsurface like gravel. A waterproof
liner is used to line the sides of the container,
called a cell, to ensure that there are no leaks.
The cell is planted with many wetland plants
and the roots of these plants form a dense
mat. It is here, at the base, that the chemical
processes that treat the wastewater occur.
The wetlands are “mechanically simple, yet
biologically complex,” says Paul Knowles of
Natural System Utilities, but the best part
is that constructed wetlands are extremely
cost-effective in comparison to other
wastewater treatment options. According to
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one study, “Wetland systems are inexpensive
with little or no energy requirements and
equipment needs are minimal, which adds to
its low-construction cost.” This means that
small households would be able to benefit
from them.
According to an article in the African Journal
of Biotechnology ,

South Africa is made up of
approximately 850 municipal
wastewater treatment plants,
yet according to research by
the South African Department
of Water Affairs, less than 50%
of the 449 wastewater treatment
systems which have been
assessed meet the regulatory
national and international
water quality standards for
wastewater treatment.
This is a frightening statistic when looking at
the current drought experienced countrywide and the urgent need for clean water.
Constructed wetlands are an example of how
South Africa could adapt an international
innovation to its specific needs. While
Germany uses most of its constructed
wetlands for mine drainage, the system could
be easily adapted for domestic use in South
African households and communities.

Vanuatu: Island Bungalows Private-Public Partnership (Vanuatu Safaris Air Pass)
The tourism industry in Vanuatu accounts for one third
of export earnings annually, making it one of the most
important industries in the country. However, it was found
that these benefits were not extending to communities
on the outer islands of the country as holiday-makers
were not journeying far enough out.
In order to address this issue and assist the communities
affected by the lack of tourism, a two-pronged approach
was launched: the development of island bungalows,
and making travel to the outer islands a value-added
experience.
The Vanuatu Island Bungalow Association (VIBA) set
up small bush cabins on the outer islands as a way of
providing a unique experience for tourists.

The bungalows are made from local materials, are
owned by local people and staffed by community
members.
Only 10 bungalows are located on each island so that
tourists can feel like the experience is special. This serves
the dual purpose of protecting the natural environment.
The second half of the strategy is equally important.
In order to get tourists to the outskirts of Vanuatu,
partnerships needed to be established with the
country’s regional airline, travel agents, tour operators
and international funding agencies. Without these
partnerships, pulling off the strategy would be impossible.
Buy-in from all stakeholders was essential in order to
make this work.

What VIBA also did was to secure appealing offers for
tourists on outer islands. For example, the Vanuatu Safari
Air Pass gives tourists 50% off their flight when going to at
least two of the country’s 18 outer islands.
The strategy has had a great impact on tourism in
Vanuatu’s rural areas with more jobs being created, more
bungalows being built and registered, and an average of
50 Vanuatu Safari Passes being sold each month.
South Africa’s rural areas also offer a wealth of tourism
opportunities, but often go overlooked in favour of
safari opportunities and the bigger cities like Cape Town,
Johannesburg and Durban. What is unfortunate about
this is that many of the country’s heritage sites are in
fact located within the most remote areas of the country.
For example, Mapungubwe National Park in Limpopo, a
wonderful site near the border with Zimbabwe, does not
receive nearly as many visitors as Maropeng, which is just
outside of Johannesburg.
There are many reasons why rural tourism isn’t as popular
as it could be. Firstly, as a result of poor infrastructure,
getting to rural areas is expensive and oftentimes
uncomfortable. Secondly, tour providers often have set
routes which don’t include rural areas.
As a result, rural communities do not benefit from the
tourism industry in South Africa. The tourism industry
is one of the greatest job creators in the country and
with the right strategy – such as tour operators being
incentivised by local governments to operate tours within
these rural areas – it is possible to turn things around.
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East Bay Municipal Utility District in California goes energy positive
California’s landfills but also reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and creating a positive energy supply – three birds with one
stone.
The energy that is produced from the conversion is used to
power the EMBUD’s wastewater plant and whatever is left over
is sold back to the grid, which means that households could
essentially be running off of the energy produced by recycled
food scraps.

The entire process is environmentally friendly,
with no combustion or thermal processes used
at any stage of the conversion. The aims of the
project are zero waste and landfill reduction.
How could this relate to South Africa?
For the past seven years, the East Bay Municipal Utility District
(EBMUD) has been converting food scraps, usually sent to
landfills, into renewable energy. This is recycling at its best.

In 2016, South Africa’s landfills were at 90% capacity, and the
situation is only getting worse. South Africans generate 108
million tonnes of waste every year and at present the only way to
get rid of waste is to send it to landfills or to recycle.

The theory behind this is that when food waste goes to landfills,
it decomposes and releases methane gas, which is dangerous
for the environment. By taking food scraps from places like
restaurants and grocery stores and converting them into
renewable energy, the EBMUD is not only easing the strain on

An innovation like the one implemented by the EBMUD, if
adapted correctly, could be a solution to an ever-increasing
problem, not to mention the move towards renewable energy
which would take the pressure off the already compromised
capacity of the electricity grid.
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Key learnings
Look for examples of good practice
When people think about innovation they often think
it means coming up with ideas that have never been
thought of before. An innovation is essentially something
new in a community that drives the community forward.
There are thousands of brilliant ideas that have been
executed. There is no need to spend valuable time
trying to come up with the next big thing. What is most
important is servicing communities in the best, most
innovative way possible. The likelihood is that there is
someone out there who is already doing it, so why not
learn from them?

Innovation in local government is not always about new ideas;
sometimes it’s just about moving things forward. People want to
know that their local government is working for them to make their
community work better.
Looking to the international community is about learning, growing,
embracing change and admitting that we don’t always have all of the
answers all of the time. Whether under-resourced, well-resourced,
urban, peri-urban or rural, there is an innovation in the international
community that is adaptable for every South African municipality. It’s
about knowing the communities in which we operate well enough to
know what will work and what won’t.

Learn from other people’s mistakes
Much time, money and effort goes into planning,
organising and implementing an innovation. For
municipalities with limited human and financial
resources it can be a great help to look to the international
community to see which innovations worked and which
ones were unsuccessful. Allowing the international
community to essentially do some of the work before
implementing an innovation will save both time and
money.

Find the best and adapt to local
scenarios
South Africa’s needs are very specific and it is rare that
one will find an innovation perfectly fit for a remote
community in Mpumalanga or a rural village in the
Eastern Cape. But that does not mean that international
innovations cannot be adapted to fit the needs of local
communities. There are great merits to be found abroad
and it is up to municipalities to discern which aspects of
international innovations will work and which aspects
need to be modified in order to better to service their
communities’ needs.
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Innovation Resources: 5 tools to help
municipalities implement innovation
The challenges facing municipalities today
are enormous. No one solution will be
enough. What is needed is a new mindset, a
new way of looking at things. Innovation is
important because it helps municipalities
to expand and improve service delivery.
Innovations in service delivery can help municipalities to
serve more people, with less money, less time, and better
quality.
The unexpected upside of innovation is how municipalities
relate to their constituents and to their employees. An
innovative, progressive organisation is one with which
people aspire to be associated. Municipalities with
progressive approaches can build relationships with
communities and establish new partners and alliances that
will take deliverables to a higher level.
The South African Local Government Association (SALGA)
is developing a series of tools from best practice around
the world to help local municipalities create innovative
processes. Five key tools from the resulting Local
Government Innovation Management Toolkit are featured
in this article.

What does innovation look like in municipalities?
Municipal innovation may take several shapes. Looking specifically
at the service and policy levels, these include:

• New world views, belief systems, missions and strategies.

Service Level

Policy Level

• N
 ew characteristics or design of service products and production
processes.

• New or altered policies and policy instruments.

• N
 ew or altered ways of delivering services or interacting with
clients or solving tasks.
• New or altered ways of organising or administrating activities.
• New or altered ways of interacting with other organisations and
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knowledge bases.

• New or altered ways of organising or administrating activities.
• N
 ew or improved ways of interacting with other organisations
and knowledge bases.
• New world views, belief systems, missions and strategies.

Do you r little bit of good
w h ere you are; it’s those little
bits of good pu t togeth er
that ov erw h elm th e wor ld
Archbishop Desmond Tutu
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The first phase of the Innovation Journey is known as the Vision.
In phase one, the focus is on the role of top-tier leadership in
identifying and committing to innovation. This phase highlights the
importance of creating a vision, goal and road to be taken on the
journey. The second phase is Packing, Planning and Preparation.
This phase has to do with creating a supportive and innovative
environment – without the right environment, nothing can thrive.
Phase three is Ideation, where brainstorming, generating and
selecting ideas are carried out. Phase four is Proposal and Testing,
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The Phases of the Municipal Innovation Journey

Formally proposing and
testing the innovative idea

where ideas are formally proposed and tested. Phase five is
Implementation, were participants gain approval, mitigate risks
and seek to implement approved concepts. Phase six is Reflection,
where learnings are captured that reflect on the process, and the
rules are rewritten for future innovation.
From a toolbox of over 20 tools, five key innovation tools were
selected that showcase how municipalities can proactively use
them to identify, highlight, and capture innovative processes
necessary to help drive better service delivery.
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5 Key Tools
Within the Innovation Journey, there are five core tools that are ideal for a municipality needing to create an innovation plan. These five tools
echo the story line of the innovation journey and can be harnessed to advance a municipality’s broader strategy in new and creative ways.
They are the Innovation Baseline, Crafting the Vision, Ideation, Idea Selection and the Innovation Project Proposal.
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The Innovation Baseline takes the form of a
questionnaire that allows a municipality to unlock
internal perceptions of innovation and is key to
establishing the level of innovation already present
in the municipality, and those aspects of it that may
require improvement or attention.

TOOL #1

Innovation
Baseline
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This exercise offers possibilities for follow-up actions
such as interventions to create a more innovative
culture, learn how to apply innovative thinking more
effectively, and, potentially, generate new ideas
for projects. It offers insights into the innovation
environment. Based on the results, leadership may

wish to invite external parties into the municipality
for an assessment and for recommendations on
improving the innovation environment.

The results may also point to specific
areas needing improvement, on
which the leadership may wish to
focus.
Analysis of this tool may be more effective if it is taken
as a discussion point. The questions receiving ‘totally
agree’ or ‘agree’ indicate areas where the municipality

is already doing a sufficient job of creating an innovative culture.
The questions receiving ‘disagree’ or ‘totally disagree’ should
receive immediate attention, in the form of team meetings to
discuss whether the results accurately reflect the culture and how
these areas can be addressed. Questions receiving ‘don’t know’ will

require more exploration. It may be that the question is not relevant
to the respondent’s department or area of work. It may also be that
the question is worded in a way that is not familiar or comfortable
to the respondent and thus will need to be changed.

For municipalities that have articulated a commitment to innovation for a significant period of time, and that have tested innovative
projects, the Innovation Baseline serves as a useful tool to use on an annual basis, to check in on the culture being built and the environment
in which innovation is meant to take place.
Purpose: The purpose of this exercise is to reflect on the municipal innovation environment, allowing the results to inspire positive change
and improvement.

I. Innovation Environment
Totally
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Totally
Disagree

Don’t
Know

1. At this municipality we foster a special, creative environment to come up
with new ideas.
2. I/my team take(s) time to regularly reflect on new ways of improving my/our
work.
3. My direct superior encourages and is open to new ideas.
4. When new ideas fail to deliver the intended result, leadership takes the
opportunity to learn from the process and encourage other new ideas.
II. Innovation Process
5. I know what innovation means for my municipality and I know the innovation
goals for the municipality.
6. Viable new ideas get implemented in a timely manner.
7. My municipality has an innovation process that guides the flow of ideas from
generation to implementation.
III. Employee Engagement and Team Culture
8. In my municipality, no silos exist and teams are working across departments
on new ideas.
9. 
I feel personally very engaged, energetic and motivated in my work
environment.
10. I can apply most of my skills in my daily work.
11. New ideas are very welcome in my team.
IV. Innovation Benefits and Implementation
12. My municipality regularly measures innovation process and performance.
13. Employees are rewarded for their contributions in the innovation process
from idea generation to implementation.

Success does not consist in n ev er m ak ing
m istak es bu t in n ev er m ak ing th e sam e on e
a secon d tim e.
George Bernard Shaw
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TOOL #2

Crafting the
Vision

The IDP strategy of the municipality sets the tone
for the future and for how municipal employees
make decisions. The vision for a municipality will
indicate the types of issues to receive focus and the
types of innovation required. In the following tool,
leadership is tasked with setting the destination for
the municipality by identifying the most important
problems to be solved, the types of solutions
required, the skills and technology required, and how
innovations will be measured over time.

The vision-setting tool is for leaders
at the outset of their innovation
commitment.
The objective of the exercise is to identify the most
pressing issues facing the municipality. Designing
how best to address those issues will be done by the
innovation team. The answers to these questions help
to reveal the destination and the path to get there.

In setting off on a journey, knowing the destination is important. Leaders identify the destination for their teams. In terms of innovation,
naming the destination is the same thing as setting the vision.
Purpose: To create the vision or the dream toward which the team is travelling.
Question

Answer

What are the top five problems we need to solve in this municipality?
As a result, what are the types of solutions required to address those problems? (i.e. set the broad
boundaries in which solutions may be proposed)
Who has the skills and technology to inform these solutions and who needs to be on the team?
Whom do we need from within the municipality and whom do we need from outside the
municipality?
How will we find and engage with these innovation partners?
When will different phases of the problem solving / innovation process start and finish? And what Phase 1: Metric 1:
will be the metrics for measuring success?
Phase 2: Metric 2:
How will our solutions to the problems create specific value for our municipality?

Where will we end up?
Teams and subordinates need a vision, a goal and a direction to follow on their journey. If one does not know the destination, one will never
arrive there.

TOOL #3

Human beings use many senses to experience the
world. We use touch, taste, sight, sound and smell
to determine what is happening around us. Building
a physical model allows the team to experience
one member’s idea more completely, using more
of the senses. Instead of hearing it explained, team
members can see and touch the built model.

Ideation

Working visually and spatially does
not come naturally to everyone.
Leaders should try creating the mood for play and fun
before the exercise by giving all participants crayons
and colouring books; or hand out children’s books
that are especially playful for all participants to read
and enjoy.

Ideation is the formation of ideas or concepts. In developing new ideas, it is helpful to physically move away from one’s normal work space,
into a new room or office, and to use materials that are readily available, but which are not normally used for this kind of exercise, such as
boxes, cleaning supplies and office supplies.
The tool below provides a mechanism that leaders can use to solicit ideas and insights from their teams.
Purpose: To generate new ideas and to stimulate out of the box thinking
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Before the Ideation session begins, the leader and the team need to
prepare by gathering together all the materials required. These could
be things like shoe boxes, empty cleaning supply bottles, old dish
cloths, or used household goods, such as egg crates, toilet rolls and
detergent bottles.
A sample list of materials for 10 participants would be:
• 3 packs of Prestik
• 2 rolls of string

You will also want to have plenty of space, such as a large room or
open hall, available for this task. Working as a team (or in small teams
of 4-5 people), construct a physical model (a physical copy of an
idea) using the materials available of your idea, solution or concept.
The building of a model allows for ideas in the mind to be visually
conveyed using materials everyone can see and understand. Making
a model of the idea in one’s mind also allows one to see the possible
faults or gaps in the idea. This approach is quite helpful to develop
your ideas and identify problems that you might not have considered.

Where will we end up?

• 10 pairs of scissors
• 20 cardboard inner rolls from toilet roll

The Ideation exercise will deliver many different options of ideas to
solve municipal problems, from which employees and leaders can
choose. At the end of using the Ideation tool, there should be several
visual representations of ideas as to how to solve municipal issues.
Once the ideas are generated, the next step is to begin selecting the
best ideas.

• 10 packs of coloured crayons
• 20 pencils
• Two large sets of multi-coloured legos

Idea selection is where the wealth of ideas generated during Ideation is grouped, synthesised, improved and
categorised. The process of Idea Selection allows for a review, vetting, discussion and selection of the best idea.
After an adequate selection of ideas has been proposed, the next step is to bring together common themes,
allowing the best ideas to filter through and, ultimately, selecting the single best idea.

TOOL #4

Idea Selection
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The previous tool has allowed for the generation and listing of many ideas. Now, it is
time to begin grouping those ideas to understand the direction in which our ideas are
going.
• T
 he facilitator asks participants to review the various ideas, which should be written
down on pieces of paper or Post-it notes on the wall, or on tables that everyone can
see. Participants are then asked to choose the two best ideas. The remaining ideas
will be saved.
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Purpose: To select the best ideas by using a mapping process

• N
 ext, the facilitator asks each participant to read out their favoured ideas. Then
the group chooses a title to give to each idea direction. Ideas which are similar in
direction are then grouped together.
• The group then votes on the best idea direction.
• O
 nce voting has taken place and the winning idea direction is clear, then each of the
ideas within that direction can be developed further.
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Step 2: Idea Mapping
To make a mind map, place the main theme in the centre, enclosed
in a circle. Key words associated with the central theme are added
around it. It’s a simple, visual technique to think through a theme
and to see connections.
In this case, apply the principles of mind mapping to idea mapping
in the municipal context.
• T
 he facilitator explains briefly what mind mapping is and how it
works. There must be large, blank sheets available for each idea
within the selected idea direction. The participants are then
broken into groups and each group is given an idea to map. On
the sheets, the participants will place the title of the idea in the
centre, with a circle around it. Then, arms or lines will extend
from the circle with three subdivisions: “What?”, “For Whom?”
and “How?”
• E ach group completes the map for the idea they have been
assigned and then each group presents the idea map to the
rest of the group, led by one group member, in a three-minute
verbal explanation or pitch. After the pitch, other groups are
encouraged to offer their thoughts on the idea, which the first
group may not have considered. These new thoughts and ideas
are written down on a piece of paper or Post-it and added to the
idea map. Each idea map is handled in this way.
Step 3: Interrogate and Improve
The purpose of this step is to improve each of the idea maps by
applying a critical eye.
• T
 he facilitator takes a vote and holds a discussion with the
group to assess which two or three ideas are the best and are
worth carrying forward.

• W
 ith these two or three ideas, the group is broken up into two
or three teams (depending on the number of ideas selected).
These teams each receive one of the ideas and brainstorm the
pros and cons of the idea.
• T
 hen, each group takes a turn presenting their findings of the
pros and cons of each idea. These thoughts are written on paper
or Post-its and attached to the idea map.
Step 4: Selection
• T
 he facilitator reviews the idea directions with which the group
started, reviews the selected direction and the ideas under that
direction, reads out the summary of each idea map, with the
positive and negative implications of each idea.
• T
 hen the group votes on which idea is the most likely to address
the core municipal issue and which is the most realistic and
likely to succeed.
Outlined above is a clear, simple, step-by-step process to follow in
analysing and selecting ideas. Once all participants have voted on
their preferred idea, and the winning idea has been announced, it is
then the job of the innovation team to move onto the next phase of
the journey, which involves the proposal of that idea.

Where will we end up?
At the end of the idea selection process, the innovation team
will have selected the best idea to advance. The result is not only
the choice of the best idea, but also the critical process for the
participants of having heard, vetted, discussed and selected from
a group of ideas.

With this tool, the selected idea is transformed into an
Innovation Project proposal for review by leadership.

TOOL #5

Innovation
Project Proposal
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An innovation proposal is a way for
idea generators to convey their ideas
to decision-makers in an organised
and clear way.
In deciding upon the Innovation Project and in
understanding its impact, it is important to gain
the input, thoughts, suggestions and ideas of other
affected parties. In writing the Innovation Project
Proposal, innovators reach out to all affected

departments and communities to test the idea,
discuss the implications, listen to the thoughts and
perspectives of those affected, and formally record
the inputs and opinions of stakeholders. Stakeholder
consultation can be done via one-on-one meetings,
focus groups, questionnaires or other meetings.
When implementing the Innovation Project among
a small group, to mitigate risks it is important to
record the potential risks and to analyse them. Risk
identification should be part of the Innovation
Project proposal and risk mitigation should be done
at the beginning, as well as throughout the life of an
Innovation Project.

Once ideas have been brainstormed, the best have been selected and stakeholders have been consulted, it is time to draw up the formal
proposal for the innovation for the municipal leadership.
Purpose: To provide a template, which can be used formally to propose the selected Innovation Project to municipal leadership.
Innovation Project Name:

Implementing Department:

The nature of the problem
being solved:

Target Location:

Target Community:

Proposed Start Date:

Duration:

Results of Testing:

Brief Description of the Innovation Project (highlighting benefits for citizens and for the municipality, and feasibility of the project for the
municipality concerned):
Observations from stakeholders (highlighting risks of the project):
Costs of Innovation Project:

Once the Innovation Project Proposal has been submitted and
formally approved by municipal leadership, implementation of the
project may begin.

Where will we end up?

The Eight Essentials of Innovation
Performance

01. Aspire: Do you accept innovation-led growth as absolutely
critical, and do you have cascaded targets throughout the
municipality that reflect this?

With a completed Innovation Project proposal, municipal
leadership will have something solid to review and will ideally
approve, allowing the project to improve municipal service delivery.

02. C hoose: Do you invest in a coherent time- and risk-balanced

Assessing Innovation Performance

03. D iscover: Do you have actionable and differentiated insights

Once an Innovation Project has been implemented, it will be
necessary to reflect periodically on the current culture of the
municipality, the culture created each day, and the ways in which
it can be improved. The return home is a stage of reflection and
analysis of how to continue to improve the working environment.
The eight essentials of innovation performance below assist with
this type of reflection.

portfolio of initiatives that are resourced to win?

into your citizenry that translate into winning service delivery
and representation?

04. E volve: Do you create new models that provide defensible,
robust, and scalable service-delivery sources?

05. Accelerate: Do you beat other municipalities with fast and
effective development and launch of innovations?

06. S cale: Do you launch innovations in the relevant communities
and amongst the appropriate populations at the right pace?

07. E xtend: Do you win by creating and capitalising on external
It is not where you start
but how high you aim
that matters for success.

networks or partners for ideas and improvement?

08. M
 obilise: Are your people motivated, rewarded and organised
to innovate repeatedly?

Nelson Mandela
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Recognising the power of collaborations:

The Guangzhou International
Awards for Urban Innovation

When it comes to understanding
and capturing the art of
innovation on a municipal scale,
the Guangzhou International
Awards for Urban Innovation
stand out above the rest. What
gives these awards an edge
over others is that they see
innovation as an important
vehicle for social and political
change.
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Bringing about change in a municipality is not a job that can be done by
one stakeholder or one governing body. The nature of municipalities is such
that collaborations must occur to bring about social cohesion through joint
participation, which essentially benefits communities. Local governments
often struggle to meet basic necessities such as transport, housing and
ensuring the availability of jobs. The Guangzhou Awards give municipalities a
platform to showcase how they are responding to service delivery challenges.
This is how innovation works: the implementation of policies and ideas
sometimes fails before it can succeed. The successful redevelopment of urban,
peri-urban and rural areas is a process that requires a mutually beneficial
relationship between government institutions and the communities they serve.
What happens when municipalities focus on making change and improving
every aspect of livelihood imaginable is quite amazing. For the 2016 awards,
as many as 171 municipalities from 59 countries from around the world
submitted post-implementation pitches to the Guangzhou Innovation Awards
committee, in efforts to make the final list for this prestigious biennial award.

What are the Guangzhou International
Awards for Urban Innovation and what are
their aims?

from the world’s second-largest economy – and arguably the
fastest growing – Chinese initiatives such as The Guangzhou
Awards work towards mobilising and supporting other
countries in their development.

The Guangzhou International Awards for Urban Innovation,
also known as “The Guangzhou Awards” recognises the efforts
of local governments across the world to develop and advance
the social, economic and environmental sustainability of their
municipalities.

The cities that make the cut

Hosted by the City of Guangzhou in China every two years,
the awards aim to recognise government initiatives and also
push the creation and sustainability of projects that focus on
innovation, redevelopment, and improving the standard of
living in cities and other urbanised areas. The Guangzhou
Award for Urban Innovation is co-sponsored by the United
Cities and Local Governments (UCLG), the World Association of
the Major Metropolises (Metropolis) and the City of Guangzhou.

The panel of judges take weighted consideration
of key themes that they feel stand out as the best
motivations and strategies for innovation worthy
of the recognition.

China’s role in facing worldwide challenges
With a population of over 1 billion people, China is the world’s
most populated country, and more and more of those people
are migrating from the villages to the cities and towns. This
places Guangzhou in a unique position to understand the
universal challenges faced by municipalities.
Under the guidelines of the awards, the Guangzhou Institute
for Urban Innovation (GIUI) was set up as a centre for research
for working out practices to aid innovation. Members of the
GIUI include policy makers, community-based organisations,
entrepreneurs, research and academic institutions, and
industry professionals.
China understands the role of urban innovation as a tool in
reducing the poverty levels experienced globally. Emanating

Not just any city can prove the use of innovative practice of the
kind required to be considered for an award.

The overarching theme for this round is innovation specifically
geared towards improving the livelihoods of individuals,
while largely encouraging citizen participation in making key
decisions regarding their cities. Great lessons can be taken
from these submissions.
The last awards were in 2016, when out of the initial number
of 309 innovation plans that were submitted to the panel, 15
municipalities were shortlisted for deeper exploration of their
strategies. Many brilliant plans had been brought forth and
implemented in these cities.
Despite the fact that only five cities were chosen for the 2016
award, immense value can also be drawn from taking a look
at the shortlisted candidates whose ideas stood out and have
since been adopted and implemented by other cities. A crosssection can be drawn through some of the themes which
overlap with one another, while some themes really stand
alone in their unique methods.

The Awarding Ceremony of the 2nd Guangzhou International Award for Urban Innovation
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Here are some overarching themes:

The Guangzhou Institute is
conceived as an international
network of experts and institutions
dedicated to furthering urban
innovation concepts, tools and
methodologies.

Youth Working Assembly in Boston

Social impact through encouraging citizen
participation
Encouraging public, private, youth and academic participation has
been one of the strongest themes cutting through the Guangzhou
Awards shortlist. Such is the case for the city of Boston (USA),
which was one of the final five winners of the Urban Innovation
Award. Boston managed to implement one of the most successful
strategies in its budgeting, and in critical decision-making
processes regarding the city and its expenditure, by engaging
expertise from young people in local universities. What this does
for the city is to spark youth interest and passion in the running of
and inner workings of the systems that govern the city, which in
the long term will shape future leaders. Investment in this initiative
amounts to US$1 million per annum.
Similarly, Jakarta, Indonesia, has encouraged input from its citizens.
Having received proposals from more than 46 000 potential
participants who submitted suggestions, the city had a lot to work
from. The strategies submitted focused on potentially feasible
mechanisms for tackling the city’s budget and planning system.
Jakarta has a large and diverse, growing population, so it was
important to engage in a democratic decision-making process in
order to tailor-make the budget to suit the needs of its 2 725 “subdistrict communities”. Suggestions were received digitally through
the city’s internet applications procedure. This is a good example
of how an innovative idea can garner citizen participation to help a
city do better for the greater community.

Working towards job creation

Jakarta residents in the newly built Pluit Reservoir - Indonesia

One of the most pressing issues facing governments and
municipalities worldwide is that of job creation. In upholding the
commitment to the creation of employment opportunities for
unemployed youth, municipalities often have to think further
than infrastructural development and financial investment into its
systems. La Paz in Bolivia has found a creative and fun way of doing
this which involves traffic, roads and zebras.
In keeping with the tradition of referring to pedestrian crossing
areas as “zebra crossings”, La Paz has employed the services of
several young people to dress in zebra costume in order to promote
healthier and safer road practices among pedestrians, motorists
and cyclists. These young people are paid a living wage by the city
which encourages them to steer clear of the otherwise criminal
activities that young, unemployed youth are prone to engage in.
This project helps the youth take part in upholding the law, thus
encouraging them to improve their own lives.

Zebra crossing guards in La Paz, Bolivia
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According to citiscope.org, the La Paz project has shifted the
mindset of many of these young people who now aspire to do better
in life by choosing to study further and to find better employment
opportunities. What this highlights is that when municipalities

take matters as sensitive as youth unemployment into their own
hands, great results can occur, as opposed to outsourcing to subcompanies or looking solely to the private sector for job creation
innovation. This idea was also a recipient of the award and has been
adopted by neighbouring cities, which shows that it is sustainable
and transferable.

Addressing gender equality
Inclusivity is an imperative in the running of any progressive city.
Luleburgaz, a city in Turkey, has opened its public transportation
management system up to egalitarian policy and decision making.
Women, who form the majority of public transport users in the
city, have prior to this had very little say in the running of this
service that affects them directly, and impacts mostly upon them.
This new system ensures that women are now at the forefront of
managing the city’s transportation systems, meaning that their
needs as commuters will be better represented. This approach
can be implemented globally, and in doing so, municipalities will
ensure that fair practice is maintained in governance and ensure
that leadership is balanced.

Dealing with climate sensitivity
Municipalities cannot look at innovation solely as a way for them
to advance. It is necessary for them to be sensitive to the everchanging global climate. This goes beyond decreasing carbon
emissions and using environmentally sustainable technology. It
might benefit municipalities to be pre-emptive in creating ways
in which their cities will combat the irreversible effects of climate
change. Flooding is one of them.
In Denmark, Copenhagen has excelled in this regard, resulting in
the city being another of the five overall winners of the award. The
project includes an ongoing effort to build multi-purpose parks

A municipal transportation services initiative
comprised of a 50% women team in Luleburgaz,
Turkey.

which will meet the needs of the city in varying circumstances.
An example of a park that has already been built along these lines
is Enghaveparken. On an ordinary sunny day, the park exists as a
recreational facility for the inhabitants of the city who can play and
relax under its trees. Once it rains, the concave structure of the
park has a large capacity to hold rain water until the underground
drainage system can take it, therefore avoiding flooding.

Waste-management technology that includes
public participation
In Egypt, Qalyubeya’s Integrated Community-Based Solid Waste
Management initiative is a programme aimed at cleaning up
the city and increasing employment opportunities. The initiative
focuses on finding ways to use the resources provided by both
the public and private sector, to help the city improve its wastecollection system. Not only are the waste and unemployment
levels in the city reduced, but the living and working conditions of
residents in the city are improved.
This example has been reflected in the City of Johannesburg (South
Africa), which, after identifying the essential service rendered to
the city by informal waste collectors or recyclers, attempted to pilot
a formalised and safer method of recyclable waste collection. This
has only been tested on a small scale in the city, with the bulk of
collection still occurring on an informal level.

Johannesburg and other municipalities
could benefit from engaging in talks with
the informal collectors in order to find an
innovative way to move forward that is
beneficial for all.

Copenhagen’s new Enghaveparken will have spaces that
can host sporting events during dry weather and fill with
water during heavy rains.

Integrated community-based Solid Waste
Management initiative, Qalyubeya- Egypt.
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Other useful examples
In additions to the above-mentioned innovations were others
which also stood out to the awards committee. These included
encouraging better communication by improving ITC systems in
municipalities, as seen in Ramallah (Palestine); using solar power to
combat poverty in severely affected areas, as in Songpa-gu (South
Korea), one of the five award winners; creating a project to grow and
distribute organic produce as part of a climate-change strategy
in Malang, Indonesia; and finally, revising urbanisation plans to
improve the quality of life in rapidly urbanising municipalities by
changing legal strategies, in Tlajomulco de Zuniga in Mexico.
A lot can be learned from all these cities and their strategies, and
also from Guangzhou. Every year when the awards are hosted, the
city works on increasing public participation and to ensure that
the Guangzhou International Award for Urban Innovation and the
events centred on it don’t just attract “experts” or “professionals”.

An urban innovation database
The Guangzhou Institute for Urban Innovation gives participants
the opportunity to vote for their favourite cities and initiatives. To
promote service, easy access to information and the sharing of

knowledge, the GIUI has also created an urban innovation database
where all the initiatives and projects are stored, and are available for
public access.
The database also allows the public to share their thoughts on
the initiatives and their stories on how well the initiatives have or
haven’t worked in their cities, as well as contribute ideas to urban
development projects. Similarly, municipalities could work with
one another in exchanging ideas and sharing their thoughts on
what works and what doesn’t, because the purpose of the study of
history, as the saying goes, is to prevent future wars (or in this case,
regressive structural methods). While innovation is crucial to the
development of society, it is also always important to consider the
impact it will have on all the stakeholders involved.
Positioning itself as a leader in the global dialogue of innovation,
the city of Guangzhou has shown others how to achieve a balance
between social preservation and development. More research
needs to be done at both a local and global level.
In its short existence, the Guangzhou International Award for Urban
Innovation has become a valuable platform in leading research and
fostering global partnerships that will make social, economic and
environmental sustainability possible.

How to apply for the awards
Local cities or governments can enter the contest by registering on the Guangzhou International Award for
Urban Innovation website, submitting their proposals for innovation projects in their various cities, and filling out
an application form. The awarding process is a long one which takes place over a period of a year, including the
selection, evaluation and shortlisting of qualifying municipalities.
The Guangzhou Award has an organising committee that will first ensure that proposals submitted follow the
submission criteria. Once this has been established, another independent committee will select 45 projects,
which will then be shortlisted to 15 projects.
The 15 shortlisted will then be invited to present their initiatives at the Guangzhou International Urban Innovation
Seminar. Finally, five cities or initiatives will be selected and announced as winners by a jury, and each awarded a
cash prize of US$20 000, a trophy and a certificate.
The Guangzhou Award is open to any city across the world. However, there is a set of criteria that their
proposals would have to follow, and each initiative is peer reviewed. The criteria include the requirements that
ideas submitted should be original, and projects should work towards addressing the social, economic and
environmental sustainability of cities. At the heart of every initiative should be the desire to improve society, and
to have a positive impact on the cities and those who draw their livelihood from them.
The Guangzhou
International Award for
Urban Innovation is a
great example of how
municipalities can seek to
become part of international
excellence.
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